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Abstract



The present thesis, entitled “Race and Ethnicity in Jeannie Barroga’s Selected Plays”, discusses the issue of race and ethnicity that affected Asian-Americans through studying three selected plays by the AmericanFilipino playwright Jeannie Barroga. The matter of racism and ethnicity is very sensitive and important in the Asian-American society for it influenced the Asian-Americans' life in different ways such as: socially, economically, and politically. The thesis consists of four chapters and a conclusion. The first chapter discusses the terms “race” and “ethnicity” in general, and presents, their definitions, attempting to show how they are represented in American Literature. It also examines the techniques of Asia-American Literature especially in drama and tries to show how such techniques are used to convey the writer's main ideas and message. Besides, the chapter also focuses on the author’s use of the two terms 'race' and 'ethnicity', highlighting their significance as a technique and as a theme. The second chapter analyzes the play Walls. It focuses on how the Vietnam War affected different ethnicities in the American society, especially the Asian-Americans. 'Integration' and 'Harmony' will be examined as the main themes of the play. The significance of 'the wall' will be discussed in detail in the play as an emblem of unity rather than discrimination. It is shown that 'the wall' includes lists of the names of those soldiers who had died in the Vietnam War without any kind of differentiation among them because of race or ethnicity. Chapter Three examines the play Rita’s Resources, which deals with the effect of economy and materialism on the lives of a Filipino-American family. The issue of racism and the illusion of the American dream are highlighted in this chapter. Chapter Four studies the play Talk Story which demonstrates the role racism played in the 1930s-1940s in the life of the American-Filipinos and viii



how white people treated them. The story is delivered through the relation between a Filipino girl and her father in which the father tells his daughter stories about his early life in America and what kinds of racism the Filipinos faced at that time. It also involves a love story between the girl and a white boy and shows how ethnicity affects that love relationship.



Finally, the thesis ends with a conclusion that sums up the most significant findings. Race and ethnicity changed the characters’ life each in different way. It is followed by a bibliography and abstracts in Kurdish and Arabic.
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Chapter One: Introduction



1.1 Race and Ethnicity Race in Oxford Wordpower Dictionary defines it as ―one of the groups into whichpeople can be divided according to the colour of their skin, their hair type, the shape of their face‖ (506). While, ethnicity indicates particular groups of people that share some typical heritage, folklore, language or dialect. Nations are built up in states and countries within one area or related with others in different ethnic communities. A nation in a country is built up generally with one ethnic group of people; therefore, they will have their own nationality including all its citizens. In other words, a man from Sweden is called a Swedish, but it is not necessarily that the ancestors of this person are from Sweden. The names may not denote the origin of the country's citizen's ethnicity, i.e., they may have various ethnic origins, but they are the citizens of the same country. For instance, the United States of America is one country, but it has multiple ethnic populations. Whereas, a great deal of people would like to make ethnic characteristics likewise national characteristics to be distinguished from other nations, i.e., one can specify people based on their ethnicity. Italian-American- (Italian ethnicity , and American nationality) Spanish-American - (Spanish ethnicity , and American nationality) English-American - (English ethnicity , and American nationality) Dutch-American - (Dutch ethnicity , and American nationality)



1



Ethnic identity is often considered a social construct as well It is viewed as an individual's identification with "a segment of a larger society whose members are thought, by themselves or others, to have a common origin and share segments of a common culture and who, in addition, participate in shared activities in which the common origin and culture are significant ingredients" (qtd. In Chavez & DiBrito: 40). According to Ott (1989) customs and tenets plus to merits make a common ground to be shared among a group of people consciously or unconsciously which is called ethnic identity (Ibid). Individuals can realize and understand the world they live in through the glasses of their ethnical beliefs which give them a sense of self-esteem. However, constructive ethnical signals and support which are vague and unable to overcome negative public message generate a conflict within the individuals lead to a sense of degrade or disjoin with his ethnical beliefs. Practiced ethnical and racial examples build a suppositional form for understand how individual or a group deal with own and other cultures. Throughout the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries, people used three different terms to explain racial differences. The first two words; Mongoloid and Caucasoid have linguistic bases that refer to geographic areas. But the third word Negroid refers to color. In 1866, Frederick Farrar lectured on the ``Aptitude of Races`` which he divided into three groups:
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Savage (All Africans, indigenous people, people of color with the exception of the Chinese) Semi-Civilized (e.g. Chinese-who were once civilized but now their society was in arrested development) Civilized (European, Aryan and Semitic peoples) (Lauter, vol. E: 2683). Race and Ethnicity have always been important components of American experience. From the moment Columbus landed in the Caribbean, the encounter between the New World and the Old was an encounter between and among people who were acutely aware of their physical, linguistic, and religious differences. The interaction of European settlers, enslaved Africans, and the more than 500 nations of pre-Columbian America during the Spanish expansion and conquest shaped all of the nations of the New World. Like the Spanish, British colonists came to North America with a sense of themselves-an identity- that would be profoundly changed by their interactions with the indigenous Americans, the slaves the colonists imported from Africa, and other immigrants from Europe. Later, with increasingly intense impact, new shaping influences would arrive in the form of immigrants from other parts of the world-Asia, the Caribbean, and South America. The New World had been a site- in fact, many sites- of contestation long before the colonists of British North America declared their independence. (Skerrett: 26). The absence of race and ethnicity voice was profound in many cases as the twentieth century passed by. European empires which practiced colonialism by occupying large parts of Asia and Africa along with parts of new world led to the raising of nationalist and patriotic voices against them. The alteration of race relation in America and south Africa and the unlimited immigration of nonEuropean people to advanced industrial countries over the world indicted the 3



importance and the centrality of race and ethnicity as a major phenomena (Bulmer & Solomos: 2). One of the attempts to understand the African-American experience made by Cross (1995). It was one of the first examples of psychological black identity development, ―re-socialization experience‖(1995: 97), in which a black individual transform from a single Afrocentric to a multicultural identity. Through this process, the individual typically moves from an absolute unconscious of race by adapting black culture particularly toward an obligation to multicultural and acknowledging the concerns of all minority groups. Parham (1989) describes cycles of racial identity development as a lifelong, continuously changing process for blacks. He theorizes that individuals move through angry feelings about whites and develop a positive black frame of reference. Ideally this leads to a realistic perception of one's racial identity and to bicultural success. Parham relates black identity directly to white people in a way that moves individual black identity from the unconscious to the conscious. This model clearly delineates that when blacks brush up against white culture, negative differential treatment by others' feelings or differences are triggered and subsequently a consciousness of racial identity emerges (qtd. InChavez & DiBrito: 41). What is helpful in Parham's model is a sense of progression. In addition, the model outlines a movement from an unconscious to a conscious racial identity. Problematic in Parham's model is his identification of unavoidable exposure to racial difference as the primary trigger for the development of racial identity. Rather, it is believed that the primary trigger for individual racial identity is 4



immersion in one's own racial group and transference of a racial self through that immersion. Helms (1993, 1994, and 1995) developed one of the first white racial identity models. Her model presupposes the existence of white superiority and individual, cultural, and institutional racism. Helms wanted to describe that an individual can have more stages of time and in this case she declared that the white primitively have the superiority concerning the identification category. By mentioning the statuses, one can obviously see how the white develop the way from a racist form before stepping into the other developed life styles. Whereas, others will discover the identity of other nonracist white people. Obviously, this model has helped in outlining multicultural disclosure of what is stated about the progressiveness of the racial identity (qtd. In Chavez & DiBrito: 42). It can be demonstrated that Helms's distraction of the individual's progress facing the non racist form with the progress of the racial identification to show the individualism of their uniqueness. And she has just wanted to give the raciest identity to the whites to declare their uniqueness, consciousness, and behaviorism against the blacks rather than anything else like the identification. ―Cross, Parham, and Helms racial identity models all discuss what could be described as an intersection between racial perceptions of others (racism) and racial perception of self (racial development). Although the perceptions of others are important and obvious to show the development and consciousness of people, there is a great value in the consideration of racial and ethnic identity for one self and groups of individuals as a whole‖(Ibid). 5



One of the attempts to describe the ethnic identity is the approach of Pinney (1990). She assumed to be viable for all ethnic groups. She suggested that most ethnic groups must solve to essential conflict which generate as the natural outcome of their membership in a no dominant group. Her approach could be summarized as: first, the individuals in minority group should solve the stereotyping and hurtful treatment of majority population, but afraid of self-cocept. .Second, most ethnic minorities must resolve the clash of value systems between no dominant and dominant groups and the manner in which minority members negotiate a bicultural value system. Phinney's model is helpful in identifying very real triggers for consciousness and in outlining threats to ethnic self-concept (qtd. In Chavez & DiBrito: 43). Actually, ethnicity is baffling with the case of immigration and assimilation as we can see in China, many of the ethnic groups would be lost. Race, according to Rogers and Moira Bowman is a false classification of people that is based on any real or accurate biological or scientific truth. They wanted to state that the scientific truth has no influence on the variation among races, and emphasized that race is a political construction, i.e. it is the outcome of the politicians who framed that as to their feelings and their opinions (Kolchin: 89). Rogers and Moira Bowman also contend that the concept of race was created as a classification of human beings with the purpose of giving power to white people and to legitimize the dominance of white people over non-white people. During the reformation (16th Century & 17th Century), a key question among Christian religious hierarchy was whether Blacks and Indians had souls and/or were human. At that time, Europeans were exposed more frequently to Africans and the indigenous people of North and South America, and the church 6



vacillated between opinions. The Catholic and the Protestant churches arrived at different answers to the question at different times, which created significant differences between the two systems of slavery. The Catholic Church was the first to admit Blacks and Indians had souls, which meant in many Catholic colonies, it was against the law to kill a slave by the white without a reason. The Protestant/Calvinist Church wanted to separate and distinguish them from Catholicism, and therefore was much slower in recognizing the humanity of Africans and Indians (Ibid 103). When one goes into the definition of Race and Ethnicity, one confronts many definitions according to what people think about both terms. However one can conclude to define race as a biological built up, of some specified population with physical characteristics that distinguish it obviously from other races. The physical characteristics usually refer to the color of the skin, shape of the eyes or the nose. For example, in India the people in the southern parts have quite different aspects from those in the northern parts, because the people from the south belong to the Dravidian race and those from the north belong to the Aryan race. The three major races of the world are the Caucasian, the Mongoloid and the Negroid (Lang: 230). In many nations people would be discriminated because of their race and ethnicity by other ethnic groups. For instance, in the United States of America this discrimination is obvious in many states belonging to a special ethnic group which seems to be an ordinary issue due to America's being a multicultural country. This is on one hand, on the other hand race and ethnicity is specified to all the nations worldwide. Every nation preserves its aspects of ethnicity even if it lives within multiple cultures and various races and ethnicities. For example, the Chinese who 7



live in America keep their race and ethnicity though they have been discriminated and isolated from the community and even though they face the assimilation by the Americans. The integration policy of America will not erase their own aspects of their nation which they have brought with themselves. It is clear in U.S texts that the willingness to take race seriously and it is an obvious effort to distinguish between race and ethnicity. However, connecting race with physical differences push the term completely to be used to refer to separation between white and black, while ethnicity is frequently used to point out the differences among and between American of Asian and European origin. This term seems to be obscure for Hispanic and native American (Bulmer & Solomos: 21). A recent study used a questionnaire to compare the accuracy of the classification of race and ethnicity through the respondents' self-report and the researchers' perception. The results showed that the researchers' perception of the respondents' race was more accurate for blacks and whites, while for other races, in many cases, researchers were often in doubt about an individual's race and classified him or her as "unknown." Thus, it could be concluded that race and/ or ethnicity of an individual should be obtained by self-report and not through the view of the researcher since self-reported ethno-racial classification proved more accurate. (IBGE, 2000).



1.2 Race and Ethnicity in American Literature The struggles of self-definition are both embodied and recorded in literature, art, music, and other forms of cultural expressions. The pictures we make or take, the novels and poems we read, the songs, jokes, and stories we hear, and the movies we see draw from and add to the stock of images of Americans engaged in 8



expressing the national character or identity. Literature and the arts record our feelings and experience. The artist is engaged in putting experience into an order that is personal but not private, and can be shared with other viewers, readers, and audiences. This personal, artistic order may engage public experience or draw from public history, using historical events, persons and documents to frame or flavor the work. A tension exists here for the artist who is, as noted earlier, charged with maintaining allegiance to the truths of his or her ethnic community. For artists who are members of racial or ethnic communities, public sources and artistic traditions are often absent, distorted, or actively devoted to demonizing their communities. They must also cope with writing or art or music purportedly about their ethnic communities by ignorant or hostile majority artists, which further distorts and demonizes the community. For this reason much of what they write draws rather from the pool of communal memory, the ethnic community‘s alternative history and interpretation of events, recorded in the folktales, ballads, fugitive documents, and oral performances. Writers and scholars of American literature have noted the importance of the ethnic subject. In Werner Sollors ‗Beyond Ethnicity: Consent and Descent in American culture’, Sollors revised the marginalization of ethnic writing: ― Though it is often regarded a very minor adjunct to great American mainstream writing, ethnic literature is, as several readers pointed out in the past, prototypically American literature‖ (Boelhower: 649). William Boelhower, in Through a Glass Darkly (1987) and others have explored the concept of ―Ethno-genesis‖ - the development of ethnic consciousness as a defining aspect of the development of American culture. Novelist Toni Morrison, in her essay Unspeakable Things asserted that, in order to recognize and 9



study African-American literature is to examine centers of self and to have the opportunity to compare these centers with the ‗raceless‘ one with which we are, all of us, most familiar. Turning the critical tables, she also called for scholarly attention to be given to the implications of absence or avoidance of AfricaAmerican experience in mainstream writing, to the way that American literature has been shaped by fear of comforting the full and equal humanity of people of color. Ethnic literature (writing by members of racial and ethnic groups) like its authors exists in a complex and often turbulent relationship with writing by the majority of writers (Lee: 138). Ethnic writers feel compelled to revise the negative, distorted, or merely inaccurate images of their communities composed by generations of outsiders. Aware that their audience is a double one, consisting of both members and nonmembers of the group, they find themselves in position of interpreters, telling a tale pointing out the meaning of gestures, manners, verbal expressions, and so forth for often clueless majority readers or readers from another ethnic group. The artist‘s conception of the ethnic self or community is very likely to differ from the stereotypes and clichés of the majority discourse, but it may also differ from the group‘s preferred self-image. The ethnic artist struggles, frequently, between majority and community definitions of the ―essential‖ African-American, or Ojibwa, Puerto Rican self to establish his or her own vision of a human response to particular experiences. Communities invested in essentialist views of their unchanging nature, for example, resist the work of authors who focus on alternative views. Communities that resist assimilation, seeing in it a source of disintegration and loss of ethnic values, may similarly reject the work of writers
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who focus on subjects like ethnically mixed marriages or criticisms of group attitudes and more (Ibid 140). Drawing on a wide array of literary, historical, and theoretical sources, Rachel Lee addresses current debates on the relationship among Asian-American ethnic identity, national belonging, globalization, and gender. Lee argues that scholars have traditionally placed undue emphasis on ethnic-based political commitments -whether these are construed as national or global - in their readings of Asian-American texts. This has constrained the intelligibility of stories that are focused less on ethnicity than on kinship, family dynamics, eroticism, and gender roles. In response, Lee makes a case for a reconceptualized Asian-American criticism that centrally features gender and sexuality (Lee: 75). Through a critical analysis of select literary texts - novels by Carlos Bulosan, Gish Jen, Jessica Hagedorn, and Karen Yamashita - Lee probes the specific ways in which some Asian-American authors have steered around ethnic themes with alternative tales circulating around gender and sexual identity. Lee makes it clear that what has been missing from current debates has been an analysis of the complex ways in which gender mediates questions of both national belonging and international migration. From anti-miscegenation legislation in the early twentieth century to poststructuralist theories of language to Third World feminist theory to critical studies of global cultural and economic flows, The Americans of Asian American Literature takes up pressing cultural and literary questions and points to a new direction in literary criticism. One can define the boundaries of Asian American literature by three early anthologies, Asian-American Authors (1972), Asian-American Heritage (1974) and 11



Aiiieeeee! (1975), suggested that the "melting pot" paradigm was inadequate to an understanding of Asian-American cultural identity. At the same time, influenced by the 1960s black civil rights movement, the editors of Aiiieeeee! - who later published plays, novels, short stories and poetry - argued that Asian-American "sensibility" was an American circumstance separately different from Asian cultural sources. But this point of view evaporated over the years, in the face of increased Asian immigration during the last quarter of the 20th century (Lim: 19). Here, one can infer that it is possible that racism played a strong role in the perception of Asian authors and Asians in general, but it is safe to assume that there is not one single answer why they have not stated racism in literature from the establishment of the new world as a part of the literature. But the AsianAmerican writing communities were far from limited to one era and venue, and to one discipline of literature. Writers communicated, and continue to communicate, across a range of genres - including fiction, poetry, drama and oral history. The first novel published by a U.S born Japanese-American (or Nisei) was John Okada's No Boy (1957), one year after Chinese-American Diana Chang's The Frontiers of Love received respectful attention. The swift pace of literary production since then indicates that the trajectory of the Asian-American literary tradition is still in formation. The range of achievement in recent years is quite impressive. After the award garnered by Kingston's The Woman Warrior, other Asian-American works found welcome readers and audiences. Cathy Song's novel Picture Bride and Garrett Hongo's collection of verse, The River of Heaven, helped solidify the reputation of the Asian-American writing community in the 1980s, as did M. 12



Butterfly, David Henry Hwang's startling theatrical piece, and Philip K. Gotanda's drama, The Wash (Lee: 22). As Tan emerged with The Joy Luck Club and Kingston continued her rise with Tripmaster Monkey (1989), other writers like Bharati Mukherjee ‗Jasmine‘ came to the fore. Debut novels by Chinese-American Gish Jen ‗Typical American’, Korean-American Chang-rae Lee ‗Native Speaker‘ and Vietnamese-American Lan Cao (Monkey Bridge) all were warmly received. In 1999, Chinese-American writer Ha Jin won the National Book Award for the novel ‗Waiting‘, his first novel, set against the backdrop of the Cultural Revolution. In short fiction, such writers as David Wong Louie ‗Pangs of Love‘ and Other Stories‘ (1991), Wakako Yamauchi ‗Songs My Mother Taught Me’ (1994) and Lan Samantha Chang ‗Hunger’ (1998) have been similarly acclaimed (Ibid).



1.3 The Techniques of Asian-American Literature Asian-American literature has been determined by reviewers and critics from the single aspect of race. It is read as focused on the identity connotation of Americans of Asian area and within the context of Asian-American immigration histories. It is also periodical struggles against unjust policies and racial assault. In the same way, Chinese poems written by Chines immigrants on the building walls of Angel Island (the site of immigrants' arrivals on the U.S. West Coast) between 1910 and 1940 show their generation's uniqueness. Moreover, the first Japanese generation American's writing is translated from earlier writers. Both of them added to the archival "canon" of Asian-American literature. The stories and essays of Edith Eaton named Mrs. Spring Fragrance in 1910 , who took the pen name of Sui Sin Far to signify her adoption of the Chinese half of her ancestry, 13



focus on the problems facing Chinese and those of "mixed race," or as she calls them "Eurasians," in the United States of the early 20th-century. Carlos Bulosan's novel America is in the Heart (1946) follows a Filipino immigrant as he and other migrant workers struggle for social justice and acceptance. Each is part of the Asian-American tradition (Lim: 2). American women writers such as Bharati Mukherjee and Bapsi Sidhwa ‗An American Brat‘(1994) have concentrated on the cross-cultural united among the immigrants that arise when crossing national borders. Asian-American male characters face a crisis in understanding the significance of manhood in books such as ‗Louie‘s Pangs of Love and Gus Lee‘s China Boy’ written in 1991. In love or in family, Asian-Americans have had to negotiate conflicting ideals of male and female identities. The relationship between parents and children has a historical and social underpinning in society because of the language barriers that faced immigrant Asian-Americans, the point of view of the American-born, secondgeneration Asian-American sons and daughters usually proved in their literary writings. For instance, in 1943 Lowe‘s autobiography, Father and Glorious Descendant, gave U.S. readers the character of an ineffective father within a strong, detached ethnic community. (Lim: 4) Vietnamese-American novelist and law professor Lan Cao has drawn on her novel, Monkey Bridge (1997), describing the flight to freedom in the United States by a mother and her teenage daughter at the end of the Vietnam War, illustrating how each struggles with the challenges of a new life in a new world. Her novel plainly mirrors Lan Cao‘s experiences; her family was among those antiCommunist Vietnamese airlifted to safety. On the other hand, New York Times critic Michiko Kakutani noted Cao's "sensitive job of delineating the complicated 14



relationship between a mother and a daughter," concluding that" Cao has . . . made an impressive debut." The author also collaborated with Himilce Novas on Everything You Need to Know About Asian American History (1996), a nonfiction work providing information on Asian and Pacific Islander groups in the United States (Ibid10). One can state another writer as Younghill Kang's The Grass Roof (1931), Pardee Lowe's Father and Glorious Descendant (1943), and Jade Snow Wong's Fifth Chinese Daughter (1950) who satisfied a mainstream audience's curiosity about the strangers in its midst as well as the Japanese-American World War II internment experiences were a major subject for memoirs and autobiographical poetry across the postwar decades. And this reflected in Monica Sone's Nisei Daughter (1956), Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston and James D. Houston's Farewell to Manzanar (1973), and Mitsuye Yamada's poems in Desert Run (1988) (Adams:99). C, Y. Lee, Kim yong Ik, Richard Kim, Yoshiko Uchida, and Maxine Hong Kingston have used a wide range of literary tools to accommodate different shapes of belief. Their work helped me to intercourse the techniques which they have used in writing the literature. I have examined under a literary microscope such tools or techniques as point of view, description dialogue, tone, and figurative language. The forms used by these five Asian-American writers to convey their particular beliefs vary from a simple love story in a faraway Korean village to a complicated narrative knot of fantasy and reality. It is evident that these efforts belong to the general family of American literature, but in Asian-American literature there are almost always attempts to produce a unique product. As these innovations are
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seldom explored in any detail, it is not presumptuous to say that this is one of the first literary studies of Asian-American literature (Ibid 102). A famous poet and writer named Ha Jin published various works, most notably being his novel Waiting in 1999 which received multiple awards. Ha Jin is loved for his adoption of the English language and his awkwardness that ensues from his heavy use of English. Frank Chin (born 1940) is a controversial Asian-American writer. His relentless



criticism



towards



other



Asian-American



authors



for



the



misrepresentation of Asian-American culture has created a hostile setting. So much so that it has overshadowed his fictional and dramatic works. He wrote the screenplay ―The Chickencoop Chinaman” in 1972 which contained an autobiographical element. A lot of his writing revels in a self-loathing male form and the standards Asian-American men have (Delgado: 121). The novels of Lee, Cao and Jin require consciousness of bicultural, binational aesthetics and linguistic formation. The fictions of Jin (who arrived in the United States in 1985), for example, set in China of the past 30 years, while new, are different from the newness of U.S.-born writers such as Kingston, whose attempts to recover an ethnic history result in explorations of reverse migrations, from the United States to a China she had never seen (Lim: 22). Respectively, literary traditions, between social locations and literary identities of the communities related to their social lives and the culture are the obvious point of view of the progressed culture. With all of these, the recent works of Asian-American authors, who are the transferable, the immigrant and the Native Americans share the same idea as well. All these are the continuous creativity of 16



Asian-American cultural identification. Purposely, placing these writers of varied origins together, the growing declaration of Asian-American writing suggests a collective group of new American identities that are flexibly transferable and multicultural, i.e. it will lighten the multinational mosaic that has historically established the United States of America. It is a fallacy to put all Asian-American authors and audience into one mold because there are important differences based on factors such as nationality and generation. Thus, each work has been examined on its literary integrities. However, it is also a fallacy to assume that there are no features to be distinguished from other American texts. The term ‗Asian-American‘ suggests distinctive characteristics that are neither simply Asian nor American. For example, the characters in almost all Asian-American literature are Asian-Americans. These characters reflect Asian-American reality experience. However, depending upon the author‘s generation, his style and structure vary. For example, the first generation writers were faced with writing in a second language with materials sometimes derived from experiences in their native countries. The second generation writers, however, write from an Asian-American perspective. The question of audience is also relevant. Whom do the Asian-American writers address? As Elaine Kim points out, ―The challenge that Kingston and other AsianAmerican writers face is how to preserve the artistic integrity of their writing and be understood at the same time by readers whose different cultural experiences might necessitate discourses and explanations that interfere with art‖ (Kim: 182). These writers hope that the whole world will read and understand their works, but they also realize the non-Asian American audience may not catch some of the Asian references and allusion. However, though some of these details are not 17



understood fully by non-Asian readers, the value of the work is not seriously compromised. In the nineteenth century the ethnic theatre was the dominant trend as immigrants from all over the world made a kind of theatre that reflected their ethnic backgrounds. The purpose of ethnic theatres was to make a sort of social center for their own people and to remember their homeland. These theatres were far away from the word ‗modern‘ because the plays they presented were mostly the classics of Shakespeare, Moliere, and some others were descriptions of the lives of the Native Americans, or African-Americans. John Augustus‘ (1785- 1859) Metamora (1829) is one of the most famous plays which concentrated on the sufferings of the Native Americans. It was the first play to depict a Native American as a hero. It was after the second decade of the nineteenth century that new plays were performed in these theatres (Ghymn: 20). These writers may wish to be read by all audience, but this has proved difficult because historically the American audience has not shown much interest in Asian-American literature. In addition, the number of Asian-American readers has been quite small. Most Asian-Americans a hundred years ago were more concerned with physical survival than with literature. Today, however, all this is changing, there are departments of Asian-American studies developing in several universities and the number of the Asian-American audience is increasing rapidly. Furthermore, books about the Asian-American experience are in increasing demand. The fact that five authors have received numerous reviews by well-known critics is quite significant.
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Maxine Hong Kingston‘s ‗The Woman Warrior’ was on the best seller lists for a long time and Amy Tan‘s ‗The Joy Luck Club (1989) and ‗The Kitchen God’s Wife’ (1991) are more recent examples of Asian-American books high on such lists (Kim: 183). In order to reach the general public these writers use frames and techniques that audience is familiar with. For the first generation Asian-American writers the task was doubly hard. First they had to create a literary work in a second language, and then they had to win the approval of a non-Asian American audience. The second generation writers are more American than Asian. As English is their native language, their styles and expressions are clearly communicated to the general public. For both the first generation and second generation writers, there are two overlapping audiences. Both audiences are American, but the Asian-American audience identify more closely with the subject matter. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that the most negative criticism has come from critics with the same ethnic background. C. Y. Lee has been accused of perpetuating Chinese stereotypes and Kingston has been blamed for following a feminist fad. Perhaps this harsh reaction is due to the fact that for a very long time Asian-Americans have been portrayed in literature as inferior stereotypes. This same reaction was evident when Black Americans first started writing during the Harlem Renaissance. In 1928 James W. Johnson argued that ―the Afro-American author faces a special problem which the plain American author knows nothing about the problem of the double audience. It is more than a double audience; it is a divided audience, an audience made up of two elements with differences and often opposite and antagonistic points of view" (Liu:45).
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The Asian-American movement of the late 1960s was precipitated by massive demographic changes within Asian-American communities caused by the immigration reforms of 1965. Galvanized by anti-Vietnam War activism and modeled upon the Black power struggle, it represents, among other things, refusal to acquiesce in the roles and expectations imposed by white society. (Wong: 6) Asian-Americans have been subjected to certain collective experiences that must be acknowledged and resisted. If Asian-American subgroups are too small to effect changes in isolation, together they can create a louder voice and greater political leverage vis-à-vis the dominate group (Kim: 101). Nevertheless, this assumption of identity as Chinese, Filipino, Korean, Japanese, and etc. in a larger pan-Asian identity has to be voluntarily adopted and highly context-sensitive in order to work; it is not meant to obscure the unique experiences of each sub-group, but merely to provide an instrument for political mobilization under chosen circumstances. This double-edged nature of the term Asian-American is clearly seen when decennial census categories to designate groups of Asian descent are examined. A glance at the question pertaining to ‗Color‘ or ‗Race‘ in Twenty Census: Population and Housing Questions 1790-1980, complied by the Bureau of the Census, Reveals fluctuation in the official recognition of the Asian-American presence (Adams: 105). In the period before the burst of new writing of the postwar era and even later, memoirs were the favored genre with immigrant and first-generation writers. (This is true of other ethnic literature as well.) Younghill Kang's The Grass Roof (1931), Pardee Lowe's Father and Glorious Descendant (1943), and Jade Snow Wong's Fifth Chinese Daughter (1950) satisfied a mainstream audience's curiosity 20



about the strangers in its midst. Indeed, Japanese-American World War II internment experiences were a major subject for memoirs and autobiographical poetry across the postwar decades, as reflected in Monica Sone's Nisei Daughter (1956), Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston and James D. Houston's Farewell to Manzanar (1973), and Mitsuye Yamada's poems in Desert Run (1988) (Lim: 18). Some of these works are also pegged to regions. For example, the narratives of Okada, Toshio Mori, and Kingston are set specifically in enclaves on the U.S. West Coast, while Louis Chu's Eat a Bowl of Tea (1961) takes place in New York City's Chinatown, a continent away. Works emanating from Hawaii, such as Milton Murayama's novel All I Asking for Is My Body (1975), and Lois-Ann Yamanaka's poems and fictions in Saturday Night at the Pahala Theatre (1993) and Blu's Hanging (1998), express a strong island identity and use English registers and dialect resources specific to Hawaiian colloquialism. Similar islandidentified themes and stylistic registers are evident in anthologies and titles published by Hawaii's Bamboo Ridge Press. Invariably, there has been a move toward postmodernist techniques present as well in recent years. Works by younger contemporary authors, such as novelist Cynthia Kadohata's In the Valley of the Heart (1993) and the dramas of playwrights Hwang and Gotanda match Kingston's tour-de-force novel Trip master Monkey (1989). They experiment with such on-the-edge techniques as parody, irony and pastiche to challenge the interlocking categories of race, class and gender, and to include sexual identity as one of the central themes of identity. Using similar techniques, Jessica Hagedorn's Dog eaters (1990), set in the Philippines, critiques historical U.S. colonialism and the Marcos regime while celebrating Filipino cultural fusions (Lim: 20). 21



Single-genre anthologies offer a wide spectrum of styles and voices. The Open Boat (1993) and Premonitions (1995) indicate new directions in poetry. Charlie Chan Is Dead (1993) and Into the Fire (1996) introduce readers to recent fiction. And two 1993 anthologies, The Politics of Life and Unbroken Thread, record what is happening in drama. There is a healthy heterogeneity evident as well in recent anthologies focusing on individual national origins, such as Living In America (1995), the reflections of South Asian Americans, and Watermark (1998), a collection of writings by Vietnamese-Americans, as well as a newly-published volume, Southeast Asian-American Writing: Tilting the Continent (2000). And certainly there is a rich variety of communal identities, genres and styles to be found in recent general anthologies, including Shawn Wong's Asian American Literature (1996). Taken together, the goal of these anthologies is to provide satisfactory access to the provocative, challenging and original works produced in the last century. Striking a balance between well-known, acclaimed works and newer writing, the selections typically reflect considerations of both historical and thematic significance and literary quality, a criterion that often is the subject of healthy and vociferous debate. Together, though, the diversity of styles, genres, and voices testifies to the vitality of Asian-American writing. Ultimately, this diversity has, at its core, transnational's identity, a global movement of cultures, people and capital. This new phenomenon has caused writers to create new identities for people, and for themselves. The AsianAmerican rubric is a mélange of émigrés, refugees, exiles and immigrants who have been coming to the United States for decades, continuing to write and be published here. Until recently, though, a number had maintained their identities of 22



origin and even had returned to their native lands later in life. An example is the well-known Chinese writer and Columbia University scholar Lin Yu-Tang, who returned to Taiwan after his retirement from teaching. Despite having written a novel set in the United States, Chinatown Family, and a half-century ago, he has not been classified as an Asian-American author (Ibid 21). As even such a brief survey shows, the term Asian-American is intrinsically complex: it focuses all the contending sociopolitical and cultural forces on that affect the daily life of Asian-Americans. The uncertainties surrounding everyday usage are part of this picture: though Asian-American has been gaining increasing acceptance in the public arena, in private most Asian-Americans continue to define themselves by references to the subgroup; in addition, may signify ―American-born Asian‖ as well as ―person of mixed Asian and Caucasian parentage. ―Users of the term, even those within the group itself, can‘t count as a consensual usage, but most constantly negotiate its meaning in context‖ (Wong: 7).



1.4 Race and Ethnicity as a Technical Motif in Jeannie Barroga’s Plays Asian-American authors have portrayed the Asian immigrant experience as seen by themselves rather than through the eyes of American mainstream press and literature. Their early works focused strongly on the Asian-American family and communal adaptations to life in America. As the Asian-American community matured, its writers moved beyond the immediate immigrant experience, often featuring Asian-American characters of many different ethnic backgrounds and often retaining a focus on Asia (Lutz, 2015).
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It is true that racism took a central part of Barroga‘s plays, but also it played a major role in her life and took an immense part of shaping her personality. Barroga‘s parents came from Filipino and settled in Milwaukee. They were a med size family consisted of five children including Barroga herself. They didn‘t teach them the native language of their ancestors although both parents spoke the native language. They wanted from their children to blend in white neighborhood. But the family could not be invisible in that committee because they were the only colored family in that society. The difference in color meant a difference in dealing and in treating as Barroga remembers the events: ―We were the family that brought the neighborhood down. We were the first family of color they had ever seen. It was a trial by fire—I had to prove myself at every turn. I felt like I had to explain myself every time I did something; I‘d walk into a store and clerks would follow me. I‘d ask for something in a public place and they‘d talk to me real loud as if I didn‘t understand English. It makes for a very tense existence…. I was a very angry child—in retrospect I can see I was reacting to cultural differences.‖ (Uno: 203).



Toward the end of the nineteenth century, Chinese-American immigrants were the first Asian-Americans to write about their experience in English. Their primary impulse was to combat negative racist stereotypes held about the Chinese by the popular American press and literature of the day. In his autobiography, When I Was a Boy in China (1887), Yan Phou Lee, who converted to Christianity and immigrated to the United States to study from 1872 to 1875, sought to show 24



that education could turn a young Chinese into a person suitable to fully participate in American society. A similar goal inspired Yung Wing‘s autobiography, My Life in China and America (1909) (Lutz, 2015). The Chinese-American author Edith Maude Eaton, who wrote under the pen name of Sui Sin Far, was the first Asian-American writer fiercely sympathetic to common Chinese immigrants in Canada and the United States, the two countries where she lived after her birth in England. Her short stories and articles, first published in 1896, painted an accurate picture of the struggles and aspirations of the first Chinese immigrants in America who worked hard, menial jobs, lived in Chinatown enclaves, and endured racist taunts and violence. Her last collection of short stories, Mrs. Spring Fragrance (1912), was rediscovered and republished in 1995. Drawing on a wide array of literary, historical, and theoretical sources, Rachel Lee addresses current debates on the relationship among Asian-American ethnic identity, national belonging, globalization, and gender. Lee argues that scholars have traditionally placed undue emphasis on ethnic-based political commitments whether these are construed as national or global-in their readings of Asian-American texts. This has constrained the intelligibility of stories that are focused less on ethnicity than on kinship, family dynamics, eroticism, and gender roles. In response, Lee makes a case for a re-conceptualized Asian-American criticism that centrally features gender and sexuality. Through a critical analysis of selected literary texts and novels by Carlos Bulosan, Gish Jen, Jessica Hagedorn, and Karen Yamashita Lee probes the specific ways in which some Asian-American authors have steered around ethnic themes with alternative tales circulating around gender and sexual identity. He makes it clear that what has been missing from 25



current debates has been an analysis of the complex ways in which gender mediates questions of both national belonging and international migration. From harmonizing legislation in the early twentieth century to poststructuralist theories of language to Third World feminist theory to critical studies of global cultural and economic flows, The Americas of Asian American Literature takes up pressing cultural and literary questions and points to a new direction in literary criticism (Lee: 18). Rachel's conception of Asian-American culture, combined with her scrupulous theorizing of gender, provides a fresh, original approach to the field. In doing so, she also maps out the criticism of the future and boldly enlarges the meaning of American literature. In fact, she has opened an important new chapter in the study of Asian-American literature. Her trans-Pacific and trans-hemispheric conception of the 'Americas' of Asian-American culture, combined with her scrupulous theorizing of gender, provides a fresh, original approach to the field. In doing so, she also maps out the criticism of the future and boldly enlarges the meaning of American literature (Ibid).



Barroga as a dramatist who wrote on the immigrants after the PhilippinesAmerican War lasted for several years. She could express the colored people who suffered from the war and were poor. She could express her ideas ironically by her plays. She used her characters as the representatives of how women were instrumental in the rebels' battle for their freedom. She declared in a good way how the war was a controversial war. Respectively, Barroga's using of humor in her plays keep them from becoming too depressing with conscious to be more
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enjoyable and interesting. All the above mentioned details were disclosed in her plays. She also tried to break the thorny tangle of issues in an easy way.



To do so, Barroga confronted continuously preconception and emotionless brutal resolving. In the way she showed up in a bright message that all coping methods come with an expense. Moreover, she used clear characters to express her ideas in her plays dealing with racism, colonialism, and selfishness in her ambitious as well as the illusions within her characters. She showed how the families struggle with love, loss memories and loyalty in her plays. Within the important themes of her plays is to build a memorial for the soldiers who fought in the war and also the warriors who fought far from their homes. Barroga writes with passion, perseverance, and a blend of stylistic innovations. Her plays are an ardent quest into the self, the Filipino-American experience, and American national identity. Intergenerational conflict, the tension between tradition and assimilation, ethnic culture, and mainstream culture are the focus of Barroga‘s earlier plays. Barroga‘s plays also move beyond the tale of assimilation to portray immigrant groups‘ quest for identity, truth, and understanding. Her recurrent use of newspaper reporters as the main characters is a bold device. Her Asian-American female characters are active, inquisitive, conscious, and awake, quite the opposite of Asian females stereotyped as geishas, ornaments, prostitutes, or submissive human beings. They are engaged in a search for meaning of personal, cultural, and historical magnitude, sometimes in angry, confounded, tormented, and emotionally charged states (Liu: 7). Barroga uses newspaper reporters as a technique to uncover the story and themes of her plays as seen in Talk-Story (1992) where the heroine, Dee, an 27



American-Filipino is a girl striving to be a newspaper writer in order to uncover new angles and write stories featuring her father and uncle in the Philippines and in California. Cora in Kenny Was a Shortstop (1990) is a newspaper reporter who covers the story of a young Filipino killed in a gang accident. Barrogas exploration of the complexity of politics, race and ethnicity in America unfolds more deeply in Walls (1989). Vi, a Chinese American reporter, probes the controversial and entangled issues centered around the Vietnam war memorial and challenges the war of indifference and prejudice on race and ethnicity. She creates in the play a racially diverse of characters, Americans from different backgrounds so the play reflects the multicultural nature of America (Liu: 8). Barroga says, "So, when it was not as easy to quell the rebels, it took the U.S. three years and they pretty much gave up‖. She believes there are similar themes and issues shaping global politics now. There are reasons to question even what you read in the papers, what you read in history books. The curiosity should be to always find about what's behind any story. ―It's worth posing the question‖ she says. It's meant to have people think in terms of how it applies today (Larson, 2012). In her plays, Barroga addressed social, integration, and aspects of cultural identity in a western context. She tackles "Race" and "Ethnicity" in America.
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Chapter Two: Walls



2.1 Introduction Walls, written by Jeannie Barroga in 1989, is about the creating of the memorial walls for the soldiers who have been killed in the Vietnam War. The play is about the story of Maya Lin, the 21-year old Chinese-American and the designer of Vietnam Veterans Memorial. Maya is the protagonist of the play, she wants to make a statue for the American troops as a memorial for them, and Maya‘s target is to prove the support for American Army and people. In spite of her Asian blood, she is emotionally with America and she wants to bring all citizens under one umbrella. Jeannie Barroga connects the walls with an affection story of two colleagues who visited the memorial building in Washington, they start arguing because their opinions about the war are different. ―In the late 194os when Jeannie Barroga was born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Vietnam was a French colony, fighting a perennial battle for national independence. By the 196os, however, as she came of age, Vietnam was the sitting for an American war that raged at the periphery of her daily life. ―I grew up with Vietnam inundating my senses through the media. It got to the point where I felt every waking moment there was something horrible happening- not just on foreign soil, but on the streets of our nation.‖( Uno:201) Asian-American women playwrights of different ethnic backgrounds, such as Wakako Yamauchi (a second generation of Japanese-American), Velina Hasu Houston (a Japanese-American) and Jeannie Barroga (a Filipino-American) commonly deal with the experiences of women of color in the United States of 29



America wars in Asia. Their texts focus largely on the impact and aftermath of war flowing through their individual lives and sometimes through generations of their families. By examining the experience of East-West relocation through crossing of borders between the United States and Asian nations, these playwrights reform untold stories which have long been silenced and often erased within the American history (qtd. In The Journal of American and Canadian Studies). Moreover, the early writers were strongly attached to their cultures of origin rather than the new world of the immigrants which they lived in. For instance, Hsiao presses that in the second stage: "The ethnic writer is sufficiently independent



that



he/she



quarrels



with



both



worlds,



protesting



their



oppressiveness." Hsiao calls “The Woman Warrior” a psychological novel," it contains truths that defy the logic of the outer world but are true. Nevertheless, writing from this inner perspective she is giving us a psychological novel like Henry’s Roth's Call It Sleep ( Lauter, vol.E:2820). One can state that the writers focused on women in various times in their lives. Or they were near to the feminist ideas or points of view in their literary outcomes. It cannot be denied that Barroga's plays focus on the same trend and her main characters are heroines rather than heroes. It is common for Asian-American critics to describe the historical development of Asian-American literature in terms of ‗periods‘ or alternatively, ‗modes‘ and ‗patterns‘ (Adams: 7). Moreover, Maya just wanted to have a memorial for the soldiers in order to live in peace rather than the war again. She wanted to gather all people to cooperate among each other for the welfare of the nations, which is not easy for the people who have suffered a lot from the war and its disasters. In fact she wanted 30



people to live together, help each other, and build a new life by forgetting the war and what have been resulted from. Building the Vietnam Veterans Memorial is a controversial problem. There is a disagreement among the People about the designing of the memorial. Terry went to war and fought because he has loyalty, so he should be honored by all the Americans themselves. Maya, as an Asian-American female architect who is being criticized on her design because of her race and ethnicity, wants the minorities to have a voice instead, live in a country with all these different races in harmony and may be this memorial is her gateway to convey her message to the audience as well. The characters Maya and Terry are the ideal American people who do not have any sort of segregation or discrimination. They believe that the fighters who were killed in the war should be kept alive in a good memorial which stays as a memory for their fighting and all people should respect them highly, and the veterans should be honored by every-one. Moreover, they should be honored by the country.



2.2 “Integration” and “Harmony” The theme of Integration and harmony is one of the basic themes of Walls, which could be seen from the way Maya, the Asian-American architect, explains her motive behind designing the memorial that she did. She faces opposition from Carhart, who feels that the memorial needs figures and symbols to make it more appealing to the viewers. Maya argues that the memorial is fine in the way it is, but if he must add flags or statues then, ―It should be harmonious, integrated‖ (Walls 64). 31



Lin emphasizes the terms ―integrated‖ and ―harmony‖ through Walls and she mentions it clearly in Act 2, scene 3: Maya: if we have to have either the flag or the statue, it should be harmonious…integrated. (Walls 64) Maya: I think – if you really have to do this – that it should be integrated with the original design. It should be harmonious. That‘s all. (Walls 66) Here one has to focus on the " integrated and harmony" which enables human kind to live all together under one shelter of the country and unite their feelings and conscience toward each other in living in peace and harmony with all kinds of ethnicities of nations. By this feeling of harmony one can work, cooperate with each other, help, progress the society, and spread peace among the nations to live altogether in the frame of society. When the Asian-American tells her willingness about creating the statue in the way she did, her friend Carhart opposes her because he believes that the memorial lacks figures and elements that make it attractive. Carhart: (at press conference) A black wall of shame! I, for one, can‘t live with this. A lot of vets wanted to celebrate a monument to Vietnam Vets, we were hoping to glorify it. Memorials, I was brought up to believe, should be white. And if there‘s any honor involved – which I had hoped this memorial would have – it should also be above ground. Vets are being put on the back burner again. Vets, like me, are being screwed – again. I, for one, am personally entering my veto on the choice of the design to honor Vietnam Vets. (Walls 47) But Lin disagreed with him because she feels that the memorial is good ―The wall doesn‘t scream; it wasn‘t meant to. It evokes feelings, thoughts, emotions. It‘s strong in its understatement. It‘s strongest in its simplicity.‖ (Walls 32



65) as she considers it a symbol of integration and harmony. She opposes Carhart because she feels if they add colors or signs, it may suggest racism; she does not want to segregate the veterans based on their race or gender. Lin might also have done that because she was discriminated based on her Asian roots or might have experienced the power and the domination of the men. If we look at the history of America, we will find that the Asian and African citizens were considered as minority in the eyes of some American people. Lin may also want to see the people who feel that they belong to the minority have full rights; it also suggests her hope to see the country that has different races in harmony and she considers the memorial the key to convey her voice or message to the viewers.



2.3 Race and Ethnicity in Barogga’s Walls Walls raises the possibility of Asian-Americans helping to reexamine relationships among dominant and minority cultures. Even as the play acknowledges the complex ways in which racial and other differences are perceived. At the same time it features situations in which some understanding can take place despite these differences. The first step is forming working relationships to acknowledge rather than ignore the traumatic events of history (Lee: 210). Julie, a former antiwar protester, warned Chinese-American Dan that he could be mistaken for the enemy in Vietnam. Dave tells of the particular pressures on him as a Chinese-American to enlist and prove his loyalty, and of his discovery of racism in the Hawaiian hospital where he worked: ―Americans like me getting operated on last cause they look Vietnamese‖ (Walls 41). Vi, the ChineseAmerican reporter, has learned to acknowledge the racial difference only when it is advantageous to present the ―perfect‖ model minority‘s face. The architect Maya 33



Lin, who thinks of herself as apolitical, learns that her being Chinese-American does matter. In fighting for the integrity of her design, Lin comes to understand that she is identified with the Vietnamese as the enemy: ―it‘s been mentioned – many times, in fact – that the fact of me as the designer of a memorial to an Asian war was upsetting. I am a young woman, student. And I‘m Chinese-American. We are all lumped together, us ‗gooks‘.‖ (Walls 79) In the process of seeing Maya struggle with the politics involved in the war memorial‘s construction, Vi reaches out to help her, finally understanding the implicit racism that binds them together. (Lee: 211) As Vi notes in her final report, present racism is linked to past wars fought in and over Vietnam. Her final statement: ―there is still today, division. I myself still fight a war, one of prejudice and indifference. We are victims of that war as we are the enemy because walls do exist. Walls are still built‖ (Walls 98) directly addresses the racial prejudice against Asians and Asian-Americans. But at the same time the play makes a concerted effort to show the problems of AsianAmericans as only one thread in the larger weave. Instead of focusing exclusively on differences in terms of a white majority and an Asian-American minority, Walls brings up questions about the numerous barriers that confine so many groups to minority status. (Ibid) It is the refusal to acknowledge the difference between those who served and those who did not that leads to lasting rifts between the characters. The play draws parallels between this difference and other kinds of difference whose suppression is just as damaging. Sarah insists that not only the soldiers who were present in Vietnam should be acknowledged, but also the nurses and other women that made sacrifices: ―You won‘t see our names up there, and you won‘t see our wounds. 34



Hell, you won‘t even see what part of us we even lost. But we got rights to be here, all of us. We paid, just like you.‖ (Walls 52).Morris brings up the racism in the demographics of those sent to the front: Morris: seventy six percent were what they call ―lower class‖. You know what that means – mostly black. Breaks down to two black men to every white. Sarah: A numbers man. Morris: hell, everybody knew that – everybody black. That‘s all we talked about. Can‘t give us jobs or a place on the bus, but they sure can find a spot for us on the front line. (Walls 88) It is the ways in which these differences remain overlooked or suppressed that produces lasting scars. In the play, the function of the memorial is to acknowledge such differences and allow a safe space for expression of the pain and anger associated with their enactment. These stories which told throughout the play indicate an uncertainty about the community, exemplified in relationships between the Vietnam War and the Asian-American movement. But as the play progresses, Barroga constructs a vision of America as a social body that changes these differences permeable in the face of a common set of wounds. Sarah tells the veteran Morris that ―you and me is color,‖ (Walls 52) but in fact the idea of color as a common bond breaks black and white. The most strong relationship, both physically and emotionally, is that between African-American Dave and Asian-American Stu, while relationship of Julie, Dan, and Jerry suggests equally strong bonds of love and friendship (Lee: 215). ―In the play, characters wrestle with the perceived limits of the body and its inability to pass beyond the barriers of race and ethnicity as categories defining and confining the body. It is not until Walls that 35



one sees a pluralistic society into which Asian-Americans can fit as one of many others. Here, symbolic walls are rendered permeable, and passing becomes the natural state rather than inacceptable. After the scarring of the larger social body, the reenactment of pain reminds our bodies how, despite other differences, they are more alike than different‖ (Ibid). One cannot put race beside other sociopolitical identity such as: ethnicity, class, or nation. But rather, racial classification can be seen in our individual part and in our group identity. These racial expressions cannot remain in one place. They can change themselves with time, place, and event The memorial thus becomes not only the great black wall of names, but also these performances and the bodies involved in them. The memorial restages the body so as to reenact and refigure bodily experience.
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Chapter Three: Rita’s Resources



3.1 Introduction The sections of this chapter attempt to draw a character sketch of each of the four main characters, Rita Bulongan, Joe Bulongan, Marnie and Arlette Bulongan who play a vital role in conveying the message of the dramatist. The reader will be given all the details about their personalities and the significance of the role of each character in the play. Economical and materialistic reflection on race and ethnicity is the main theme of the present play. The play is an intriguing look at the challenge to one immigrant family to maintain the spirit of the American dream and the price paid to do so . The Bulongan family are immigrants from the Philippines. Rita, the main character and mother of Arlette and Marnie, is a seamstress who works hard to earn money to support her family. Barroga portrays through her play, the lifestyle that this AsianAmerican family lives which is an example of the majority of Asian immigrant families. These families work hard trying to live the American dream which supposes that if you work hard you can achieve your goal and become rich. Barroga sheds light on the way that white people see these Asian families and the racism that faces them and affects their lives. It is clear from the beginning that Rita has her strict view of life and making money which is clear from her transaction with Arlette. Barogga, through the play, shows some instants that imply racism and color issues.
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Barroga writes with emotion and conviction to express the psychological and social lives and the cultural conflicts within the Asian-American society. She shows the conflicts of generations in a literary work. She wants to make ideas clear on the immigrants by her plays. Barroga also wanted to reveal how the immigrants came to America with dreams and truthfulness and to utilize Asian-American females to illustrate this point. Barroga's analysis of the complications of the race, ethnicity and politics are clearly illustrated in her plays through her heroines. Her characters, though poor, works harder than everybody else and this drive and determination is a part of their Asian culture. Respectively, Asian-American writing centers on the relationship between parents and children, which is historically rooted in a historical and social background. In the previous years, because of the language barriers that immigrant Asian-Americans faced, the first generation Asians never moved very far from their comfort zone, which was rooted in the old world. The attitude and literature of the second-generation, with more successful assimilation, is usually shown as more upbeat and encompassing in their new borne literature, especially in Lowe's autobiography, Father and Glorious Descendant 1943 which gave the American readers the character of a dominant father within a strong, united ethnic society (Lim: 21). Whereas, the second generation children often reject their parents' social expectation and fight against standard representations of old static societies. It can be stated that they are also individuals who have broken away from their primary communities once immigrating has taken root in the United States of America. 38



There is no doubt, the United States of America born Asian-American writers portray complex parental characters who are themselves double figures.



3.2 Rita Bulongan Barroga's Rita's Resources1, society's restlessness is a rainbow in the lives of the Filipino immigrant family. Its probable failure of the musical instrument without stopping by the foolish radio whom Rita listens to as she wants to help make the last meet by adapting Hawaiian dresses for overweight white chambermaid. ―Barroga uses highly symbolic devices to capture the reality of Filipino immigrant family in Milwaukee illusion of the pursuit of the American dream. As a symbol of dream and materialism, the Statue of Liberty, the Car, Big Bird, and the spaceman present a contrast to the plight and confrontation of Rita‖ (Liu: 7).



The plight of Rita, a Fillipino-American seamstress in her challenge, is to keep her hopes and dreams alive. When an attractive sailor comes to stay, his entrancing spell forever changes the lives of Rita, her musician husband, and their teenage daughters. She is the main character, a working class woman, who decides to acquire the new way of life in order to ―find herself‖. She was born within a lower family. She is a married woman who is unhappy with her poor life conditions. She feels that she is climbing in a world in which she has no choice, and she is confident that her decision to get knowledge, will give her the chance to be able to choose her lifestyle. She thinks that a constant work is the only way by



1



Rita’s Resources (1991) will be referred to hereafter within this thesis as RR. 39



which she will be capable of getting out of a world in which she does not want to live because of the bad economic circumstances. She is practical and keen on working, eager to learn, and change her life as a whole. ―Rita: Ay, a little extra income wouldn't hurt, just to get ahead sometimes. A resource. I've got to find another resource.‖ (RR 8) In this course, she encounters unwillingly in a struggle for survival, her teenage daughter Arlette and the older daughter called Marnie have no lives of their own independently. And the other character, called Joe Bulongan, Rita‘s husband and father of Arlette and Marnie, is singing in a club whenever he is not busy with working for the city. He openly believes that he would own his own show, or others. Joe: ―dreaming of a song, the melody haunts my reverie… I picked that! People clap; cheer when they hear my theme song…wait here. (RR 9) The dilemma, as Freddie, his kindly black neighbor declares, is that ‗Welk‘ is white. Freddie knows that the real war is not in ‗Nam but at home‘. So, too, does Bob, a handsome navy man and Joe's towns mate who boards with the family. Freddie, while disillusioned, resists the seductive call of bitterness. He finds it full of rocks and turbulences on the way that blocks the stream of normal lives, not like Bob who really tasting the American Dream. Freddie: ―Damn Lawrence Welk! Milk- fed baby faces! I‘m talking about long women with curves and bare shoulders and lips and the blackest man ever singing through lips bigger than they will ever have, and after a while the man wouldn‘t put up with black men singing to his women, and that‘s what done him in, I don‘t care how many shows the nigger had!‖ (RR 37) 40



As the American dream lets everyone in a vague world of isolation, the idea of the American dream is letting someone to be rich and famous in the way of the best of transactions to make money. The world of isolation means a man is able to do everything and isolates himself from his family to build his own world and show that capitalism is the best method of life in the United States of America. And this means the family relationship has a very weak influence among the family members. But, this kind of relationship is very strong culturally and humanly among the families of most of the immigrants who have travelled to the United States of America. One can also demonstrate that the dream has its dreadful side that is capable of depriving immigrants of their humanity. Barroga is undertaking the examining of its less obvious demonstrations, relating white society's tolerance to Rita's racism toward Freddie, a prejudice came out as much by colonialism as by her willful keeping away from her origin. Freddie: ―you Orientals work your tailbones of, picking up every little job here and there, making your kids work their tailbones off instead of letting them be kids once in a while and for what, huh? Rita: at least we work! Freddie: you think if you show how industrious you are, you get to be as white as them! Well, you aren‘t! Rita: we‘re not black! (RR 65) It is a kind of prevention which affects Joe that is played by Marshall Factora with a benign, cheerful corruptibility: his stage name is Buddy, and he and his band present themselves as Hawaiians. Simply he says that: "We're colored too." (RR: 35)
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Furthermore, the connections between the family's world and the larger one remain insufficient, more spoken than shown, due to the emotionally cleft focus. It may have been the writer's goal to underline the detached, unreliable situation of people exhausted by collecting money; nevertheless, what transpires is largely predictable. Highly uneven, Rita's Resources illustrates the hazards not just of the American Drama but of mining a too-familiar load. In her speech, it is seen that Rita‘s aim is to be rich and collect money. Marnie: It just seems like a lot of work . . . for so little money. We‘re poor. We have no cash for this weekend and only enough food for us. How can we live like this and feed others, too (RR 55) She means that the immigrants have to work hard and hard in order to have money in life and to be rich like others. This is the first vision of Rita. Rita states: I saw how the rich lived, my own cousins, living off the sugar plantations. Nice clothes, nice shoes and they looked down on me! They pretended they didn't even know me! (RR: 34) Here Rita wants to show how the rich people looked upon the poor with despisement because of their poverty and their shabby clothes. Actually, this is a type of pure discrimination of the immigrants. Rita says: You're blind. You don't see it. I do, on TV. I hear it on the radio, in the streets. The colored are angry. They sit on the steps, waiting, Doing nothing. I can't watch people doing nothing. (RR 35) According to Rita it is very important for better life. Working especially for the immigrants is very great although the circumstances will be against them in a new society like America, which is thoroughly different from homeland of the immigrants. Moreover, the new world opens the door of working for everybody .A 42



person can be rich by working in trade, transactions, special professions, and other jobs to make money or increase his money.



3.3 Marnie and Arlette Bulongan Barroga is often interested in exploring social issues, especially the human costs of postwar industrial capitalism in America and the conflicting nature of the American dream. Both essentially and respectively followed the meetings of family issues. But, she utilized anti-realistic devices in order to convey her visions for that era. Barroga was one of those who responded to the social and political climate during and shortly after the Second World War as background for the Asian-American drama that was to emerge later. (Liu: 9) Parents and children's close relationships is a central theme in Rita's Resources, but also as the deal of historical trend, namely the ideas, points of views, plots, characters of the story, voices and language specifics. It is the tackle of feeling of the consciousness in poems or stories that influences the stream of identity for the reader. Rita talks to her daughter: "Ay, naku, fooling around. Always fooling around.‖ (RR 3).The constant voices given to the speakers tell us whether the parents are immigrants or bilingual speakers, and whether or not the children disagree extremely with their parents in cultural thinking and beliefs. We can see the strength of their relationships. Rita talks to Arlette: "Arlette, you stop that now! If you pretend you're blind, you will be! And you! If you call her retard, she'll be one! God punishes." Arlette: "Oh, Mom, that's superstitious. You said when I was a kid if I crossed my eyes, they'd stay that way, and if I hopped instead of walk, I'd hop the rest of my life. And see? I didn't. (RR 5) 43



Nowadays, it is clear that the Asian-American immigrants who have been coming to the United States of America are proud of their origins. Till now those people keep their identities of their origin even if they return to their homeland again. This money oriented behavior starts gaining ground in the American society and it exceeds to change the mentality of people. Here one can state that money for the poor is a great target: Arlette: "Well, you're the one always harping on money like there's nothing else! I'm just selling blood . . .! " Marnie:" And even if it IS something else. . . (RR 6) From the beginning it can be seen that the ambition to increase man's wealth is almost universal and common in every society, but the simple ambition in life is not supposed to be like an eagerness behaviorism. Eagerness is the ultimate point of this ambition or in another word desire to fulfill the eagerness of a man. Especially when a person needs things merely because of owing a great deal of money not to buy things, but dominations as man can see through rich business' conduct which counts on only on the way of getting money. To do so, means having a lot of money which conveys gathering authority and material properties at the loss of other man's gain. Therefore, acquisitiveness joined with self-indigence can be called enormous materialism.



3.4 Economical and Materialistic Reflection on Race and Ethnicity The influence of Capitalism over poor people is, to a large extent, negative because capitalists shatter the poor community while impinging on their way of living. In doing so, rich people set up an economic system that keeps the working 44



class always poor. Then, they seek to starve poor farmers and consolidate their privileges and inevitably engender an extreme acquisitiveness. Rita: "We're . . . we're poor. We have no cash for this weekend and only enough food for us. How can we live like this and feed others, too? "(RR 14) The illusion of American dream is also visible in The Great Gatsby, in which Scott Fitzgerald shows Gatsby's whole life was spent trying to attain, at all cost, money and status so that he can reach a certain position in life and the rampant materialism that characterizes his lifestyle. Therefore, this situation leads farmers to focus thoughtlessly on how to find a way to earn an honest wage in order to feed their own family. This fact is the motive of migrant workers' rush who are obliged to hurry up in order to look for a work, like picking or lifting anything. In short, the main importance is to meet one's children's needs. This is evident in Ritas‘ ambitions to become rich and live the American dream. She insists on working hard in an attempt to reach her goals. Rita: If we stop, then it means we've reached the end and there's no place else to go! Well, this CAN'T be the end, not for me! This can't be what I came here for! There's got to be more! (RR 23) She also adds that the poor feel they had been looked down by the rich: Rita Bulongan: "I saw how the rich lived, my own cousins, living off the sugar plantations. Nice clothes, nice shoes and they looked down on me! They pretended they didn't even know me! (RR 34) In other words, it is this excessive materialism which is the source of social troubles such as crime, poverty, oppression and genocide. The main concern is that materialism is unable to offer a peaceful existence. In this respect, materialistic 45



behaviors create a situation in which everyone focuses on one's selfish interest. This fact is dangerous because the constant existence for a society depends on one's conformity to moral values. But, the incapacity to adjust ethical values in response to new changes in the society is sometimes attributed to the excessive materialism of people. The immigrants' great suffering in living in new nation is caused not by bad climate or mere unluckiness but by people. In this course, historical, social and economic conditions will open a great gap among themselves; thus the new immigrants will struggle for survival in order to adjust themselves in the new country. In the nineteenth century, American people were interested rather in material progress than in the development linked to spirituality, love, solidarity and dignity. Human beings must adopt economic, political, social, and cultural strategies to survive in an ambitious world. Each discipline within the social and behavioral sciences rests on a core assumption. And models of human behavior are constructed to support the basic argument. Like the old philosophical problem of which came first, the chicken or the egg, no one can really be sure whether or not disciplines came from paradigms or vice versa. Academic disciplines are always marked by their core assumptions, whatever they may be. The American Dream was a concept cooked up to attract immigrants and discourage Communist thought. However many amazing rags-to-riches stories we hear, the truth is most Americans will work hard all their life and not be that much better off than their parents. I'm not saying those born into the middle or poorer classes can't work their way up, I'm saying they probably won't when all they have 46



to work with is whatever their parents can leave them. The American Dream is the exception rather than the rule. Barogga focuses on the issue of color and tackles this issue using comedy. Bob, an Asian-American who serves in the navy talks about his experience with white people and how he deals with the situation. Arlette tells him that white Americans see all Asians as the same ―yellow‖ as she describes them. Arlette: yellow‘s all same to them Bob: we‘re not yellow. Arlette: we‘re not white, that‘s all they know. Bob: in the navy, anyone calls me a Jap or a Chink, I smile. I straighten up and look in his face and say, ―What was that…honky? It fits. All their big noses, honk, honk. (RR 42) Her mechanism for survival in the powerful culture exists in understanding she must not use force against force because the weak would always lose when faced with a dominant authority. As an immigrant, the power of culture has more potential. ― Socioeconomic and race and ethnicity are intimately intertwined. Research has shown that race and ethnicity in terms of stratification often determine a person‘s socioeconomic status (House & William, 2000). Furthermore, communities are often segregated by socioeconomic, race, and ethnicity. These communities commonly share characteristics of developing nations: low economic development, poor health condition, and low levels of educational attainment (Corcoran & Nichols-Casebolt, 2004). Although the income of Asian-American families is often markedly above other minorities, these families also often have four or five family members working (Le, 2008)‖(qtd. In Ethnic and Racial Minorities & Socioeconomic Status, 2015) Arlette Bulongan: How many times do we have to go dePauling? 47



Rita Bulongan: Till we‘re caught up on bills. Marnie Bulongan: Till we‘re rich. Arlette Bulongan: UGH! I‘ll be ANCIENT by then! I‘ll be at least 20! (RR 5) As Bulogan family, Rita is a seamstress, Joe is a singer in night bar, Marnie sells records, and Arlette helps her mother doing the household works. The argument between the mother and her daughter shows that all of them are working hard but they cannot cover their costs.
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Chapter Four: Talk Story



4.1 Introduction Talk story2, first produced by the Kumu Kuhau Theater in Hawaii, explores the Filipino experience, delving into the frustrations of a lack of identity. Barogga uses her own family experience in America as an Asian immigrant family that suffered from racism (Larson, 2012). The play focuses on the Filipino immigrant experience, a group Barroga describes as Asian, but not Chinese or Japanese, and who want to be known for something other than the yellow colour of the skin and for hard working. The central character is Dee Abano, a first-generation American daughter in love with old movies, but caught up in an identity crusade which is due to the cultural differences and difficulties to adjust to western society. She is also a newspaper copy assistant beginning a series of articles on the Filipino experience, most of which are based on her father's colorful and often-told stories. Dee: Listen, Chief. I‘ve got stories that will make our readers perk up in their chairs. My dad‘s! MINE! I kept a journal while I was in the Philippines, the view of an American Filipino! If this sparks any interest, I could do an ongoing column, nothing big! Forty inches every couple of weeks. (TS 16)



2



Talk Story (1997) will be referred to hereafter within this thesis as TS. 49



The play starts as Frank Abano tries to teach his daughter, Dee, the English translation of a love song (―Never Ending Good-buy‖) (TS 1). Dee, however, wants to hear Frank‘s World War II ghost story. Frank tells her the story and ends by advising her to stay strong, since she will always need to face troubles alone. Dee, a first generation Filipino American, writes a series of newspaper articles marking the stories of her father and uncle in the Philippines and California. Dee also gives voice to the Filipino sense of frustration at their lack of unique identity. Despite being the largest group in California, they are often confused with Chinese and Japanese. By mixing reality and fantasy that freely cross time and space, Jeannie Barroga is able to parallel the experiences of her family and herself (qtd. In Quintos, 2012). Much of the story focuses on the racial prejudice Filipinos experienced in California in the 1930s, but Dee Abano seems to find it alive and well in contemporary San Francisco when she is kept waiting for restaurant table. Dee and Clara (waiting to be seated) Dee: There‘s a seat. Once we sit we can talk: you know Lon, Newsroom? Clara: No Dee: well, last night, the office Clara: Come on, let‘s go. They‘re ignoring us. Dee: No, we stay till we‘re served. Clara, listen Clara: Look at her! She seated three other couples before us! What is she?? (TS 22) It is also ironic that Talk-Story comes here shortly after Frank again took hits from people who find his portrayal of Filipino culture and offensive manner they known for. Talk-Story highlights the weak line separating character from caricature (qtd. In Quintos, 2012). 50



By using the flashback fashion, Frank recollects three main stories in his life: his childhood in the Philippines, his experiences as an unmarried man in prewar California, and his wartime adventures back in the Philippines. Other subplots involved Dee's alienation from traditional Filipino culture, her childhood relationship with her often-absent father, her feelings as an American-born Filipino visiting the Philippines, and her reaction to current anti-Asian racism. At heart Dee is romantic. Among her interests are Hollywood film classics from the 1930s and 1940s ironically, an era not known for sensitivity in its depiction of Asians and African-Americans. Dee is bright, spunky, and occasionally strident as a heroine, insecure men might find it comfortable to take the easy way out and label her a bitch. Hawaiian inhabiters are probably more aware than most mainlanders of the daunting conditions Filipinos faced before World War II in America. American race laws made it almost impossible for Filipino women to immigrate; Frank is not exaggerating when he tells his daughter of the 20-1 male-female ratio. Pedro: Frank, don‘t go out with a white girl by yourself, I bring you over from the islands, and already you are looking for trouble! You pass for a man and still think like a boy… Frank: when I got to this country I saw right away there were lots of Filipino men here and no women, about 20 to 1. See, the government would not allow as many women as men back then. (TS 18) Karen Shimakawa‘s reading of the end of Talk Story is ultimately somewhat simplistic. While Dee and Clara continue to play roles as in old moves, the dynamic has changed by the play‘s conclusion. Clara has appropriated a signal used within the Abano family to attract Dee‘s attention, and in doing so, she has indicated a stronger and more meaningful tie to Dee than she had at the beginning 51



of the play. In addition, even though Dee does not explicitly announce a disavowal of her tendencies to unconsciously prize the idea of whiteness, she clearly does not derive the same enjoyment from mimicking the same figures. Dee also acknowledges that she and Clara have been changing favor in a fantasy, as her uncle did for her father. However, by choosing to play parts with a new, more understanding party, Dee shows an inner strength that exists independently of her old Caucasian role models, carries on her father‘s legacy as a storyteller, and begins to tap into the ability to write a new and more rapidly applicable story for herself and Clara (qtd. In Quintos, 2012). Frank: Dee, Honey? Dee: Wandered about, collecting stories Frank: It‘s just something that has to be, that‘s all Dee: Passing them on to me whenever he was in town Frank: Your mother and I, both from the Islands, but like two peas in a pod, The same, but oh, so different. Dee: Stories that pulled me through rough times. (TS 46) The play focuses two generations limited by the pain of intorelance and the stories they devise to cope with. Barroga creates characters that provide insight into the experiences of Filipinos in America during the 1930s as well as the experiences of Filipino-Americans during the 1990s (qtd. In Quintos, 2012). Some States in America are still face racism since they under the authority of a specific group. Dee and her friend, Clara, who is the only African-American female account representative in their workplace, discuss problems concerning discrimination and ways to improve their situations. Barroga establishes Dee‘s fantasies as implicit in addition to a clear reflection of her deepest desires for herself. Dee‘s reality is very humble and simple in her appearance; the Chief barely knows who she is and only calls her to 52



write ―fill in our series on Oriental groups‖ (TS 10) in order to fill a quota and she accepts the task. Both, Dee and Clara, turn their seemingly menial assignments, which they hope to use to get the right respect in the workplace, into a wager on food. In other words, it could be read as an instance in which practical manners take priority over ideals or as a competition between two races facing similar circumstances to see which one goes farther in the least amount of time. After Dee accepts the bet, she listens to another one of Frank‘s stories on tape. Frank discusses anti-miscegenation (sexual relations or marriage between people of two different races) laws, introduces additional Tagalog (the official language of the Philippines) terms as well as racial stains used against Filipinos, and tells a story in which he plays an instrumental role in the Watsonville Riot. He describes racial and cultural conflicts nicely when he states, ―I was strong back then, fearless. The girl ran away as soon as the fight started. When you least want it, worlds collide‖ (TS 21). Frank‘s stories encourage Dee to speak up and stand for herself when she and Clara are intendedly ignored in a restaurant (qtd. In Quintos, 2012). Dee‘s love relation with a Caucasian coworker named Lon further complicate her frustration about her own identity and the expression of the oral history to which her father saves his claim. Lon and Dee experience a chance meet at the movie, theater, and bond, which could lead one to argue that Lon is subject to the same fixations on fantasy and ―picture perfect‖ imagery as Dee. Dee‘s internalization of Asian stereotypes makes itself clear when she mentions her interest for Barbara Stanwyck‘s dreams. Lon, who is working with Dee on her column and later becomes her lover, proves to be complacent and essentialist, interferes with the transmission of her article in its entirety, and states that he 53



preferred Dee‘s company when she had less to say about racial issues. He leaves her because he cannot understand her frustration and he cannot deal with her uncontrolled reaction against such things. Finally, Dee finds that every fantasy that she can conjure cannot change that loss which is the loss of oneness. Although Dee loses Lon, she gains a more understanding supporter in Clara, who says: Clara: Dee, face the music: some of us don‘t want to make the extra efforts, and some of us can‘t help but‖ Dee: Sometimes extra efforts wear me down. Oh, I won‘t be happy, Clara! Clara: oh, come on, Can this be the only thing that makes you happy? Dee: Well…yeah! Cause suppy movies are really…daydreams! They‘re so…(TS 69) The conflict among the members of the older generation come to a head when Pedro, Dee‘s uncle, faces Frank about the stories that he has told Dee. It is suggested that Pedro was actually the brother who actively desired to prove points to prejudiced individuals and defend his pride as a Filipino, while Frank sought to get ahead by being an eternal optimist and the image of the indulgent Asian stereotype. Their friend, Charlie, argues that each man coped with the circumstances in different ways and survived (qtd. In Quintos, 2012) Charlie: [buffering] I know it, too, Pete. Come on, what‘s past is past. Pedro Abano: Not no more! It‘s all over the papers! Frank Abano: I‘m no snake, Pedro…. Charlie: Yeah, Pete, let‘s just play…. Pedro Abano: What, then, huh? What do you call yourself then?? Frank Abano: A survivor! Pedro Abano: [scoffs] Survivor… Charlie: YES! Just like you, Pete!… Just like you. You both put up with things in different ways, and you‘re BOTH here. And I‘M here. And I want to play. Can we just play?? (TS 79-80) 54



The situation gives Barroga the chance to quickly move between Dee's contemporary experiences and those old feel of her father and uncle in the Philippines and California. In the same time, histories declare that the men facing discrimination with pride and humor, and Dee challenging delay prejudice and unawarness with fierce determination. The real message behind all these stories is the coping method comes with price. The older brothers drift into bitterness and denial, while Dee exhausts herself defending against unintended slights. Eventually, Dee learns the real truth behind her father's stories and discovers that both of them have used fantasy to escape from a reality that is often imperfect. Dee: why do I always believe you? Frank: because it‘s easier that way. Dee: even now! Even while you‘re, you‘re… Frank: I know diba, I know. (TS 94)



4.2 Dee Abano Dee is an aspiring journalist who greatly wants to tell her father's story in print. Dee Abano, is a round character in the play Talk-Story. Her father Frank, is a man of respect and assurance, whose narrations are among the play's most charming moments. Dee Abano‘s talent is revealed in being faithful in her depiction and in the contrast of moods i.e., from unrespected and aggressive to sweet and caring. Eventually Dee learns the real truth behind her father's stories and discovers that both of them have used fantasy to escape from a reality that is often imperfect. Barroga's success is that her play is both revealing as a racial experience and a 55



vivid character study with strong performances that keep it from becoming a treatise. She upsets when she discovers the truth of her father‘s stories. Dee: just tell me why! All those stories, why ?? Frank: because things didn‘t go my way so I told you stories where they do! The cards are stacked out there, Dee. You have to try three times harder, and hang in there three times longer any way you can. The stories make living a little easier, don‘t you see? They were meant to be your armor, Dee, in a tough world without a father. I left you strength and hopes and dreams… Dee: crutches, Daddy. Only crutches…I want the truth. Frank: and do what with it? Dee: something more! Something real! On my terms, not that silly world‘s out there! In my head, things work! In real life… Frank: in your head is all that counts! My head is my reality! And you have made it, Dee. You hold your head up high in that world out there. (TS 92- 93) Barroga explores the close relationship between Dee Abano, a FilipinoAmerican woman who aspires to be a newspaper columnist, and her father, Frank, a likable wanderer who has more or less lied his way through life. The action shifts from present to past and back again, progressing through a series of tall tales told by father and daughter. Both unashamedly decorate incidents in their lives to make agreement between the reality and their dream which will never meet. Clara as Dee's (black) friend and Lon Quinn, a co-worker of Dee's who shares her love of old American movies and becomes her (white) lover is presented in the play as an attempt from Barroga to break the barriers between different races in America through a love relationship. The inclusion of these two characters allows for additional appropriate observations on the uneven balance of racial forgiveness in this country up to, and including, today. As a Filipino-American growing up in the mainly white city of Milwaukee, Barroga remembers her 56



minority as a time of burn in anger and insult. She tired of watching her parents humble themselves in the face or racially-directed insults, and tired of explaining how the culture of ‗the little brown brothers‘ from the Philippines differs from that of the Chinese or other Asian groups. (Liu: 8)



In Talk-Story, Dee gives voice to this feeling in a conversation with her editor: But think of it!" she argues. "No one realizes we're the largest Asian group in California. We're forgotten! And you are the first kids on the block and print it up and bust that myth wide open (TS 16) But not everyone is willing to accept Barroga as spokesperson for the Filipino-American experience. Quinn: Besides, you are like us! From what I see, you have had the easiest transition of all Asians here in America! Dee: From a white perspective, of course! Who‘s writing this article, anyway?? Quinn: Okay, look at this section: your dad almost got beaten up for dating a white girl. That was in the thirties; that doesn‘t apply now. There has been progress! Awareness! Dee: That‘s my point! There‘s very little progress! Why are there still Asian bashings?? Why is it you know nothing about us? Huh? (TS 41) Talk Story supports Frank's stories as he narrates something which is inspiring a historical event of Filipinos in the United States of America. The character, Dee has inherited Frank's tendency for narrative reconstruction, although her memories are from Hollywood images of her childhood and these too are brought to life onstage. 57



Dee: Listen, Chief. I‘ve got stories that will make our readers perk up in their chairs. My dad‘s! mine! I kept a journal while I was in the Philippines, the view of an American Filipino! If this sparks any interest, I could do an ongoing column, nothing big! Forty inches every couple of weeks. (Ts 16) Dee was fascinated by Hollywood movies. In a nostalgic buff, Dee recognizes her life as Rosalind Russell in the movie his girlfriend Friday or Jimmy Stewart in the movie Its wonderful life among other characters. [Chief enters a busy, fast-paced world of newspapers. A ’40 look: The Chief (like His Girl Friday), Dee like tough ace reporter Rosalind Russell. She holds a smart hat. Clara listens.] Dee Abano: [like Roz, to Clara] ―The chief called me into his office upstairs…‖ (TS 8) When Dee's uncle Pedro reveals that it was he who was not Frank and who played the lead in many of Frank's stories and Frank was in fact a dreamer and a drifter whom Pedro had to go out frequently. Dee must reexamine her own life which she has designed on Frank's refashioning histories as well as her troubled relationship with Lon her white coworker and sometimes lover. Clara reveals that Dee acts strongest while imitating 1940s film heroines. Even in the world of her own fantasy, Dee must mimic Caucasian 1940s heroines to even be acknowledged and fight tooth and nail to fulfill her objective. In addition, she remains aware of her boss‘s superficial awareness of Asian cultures in her fantasy. Dee's mimicry is built –unknowingly- on Frank "Peas in a pod, diba" (qtd. In Quintos, 2012) In Talk Story, Dee is dating a white man, Lon, and the couple has trouble making it work. "There is a resiliency that mixed couples can develop," Barroga 58



says, but these particular people didnot have that little extra. Dee metamorphoses, adding a kind of strength. She was hard to write. The story offers an intimate glance into its characters' psyches, where frustrations and dreams serve to show pain and truth. It raises social issues while attempting to project both sides of issues with holding sensitivity and striking a remarkable balance between opposing certainty.



4.3 Frank and Pedro Abano To narrate much about Asian-American history, Barroga started to drive on Frank Abano's stories of his achievement around the earlier civil war of FilipinoAmerican communities. She wanted to make an obvious conflict against racism and other disadvantag with a continuous way aimlessly between Dee's nowadays world and memories. He seems not to be content with this social status, he feels he is trapped in it, which makes him unhappy and miserable. To him, life status does not give you happiness, what makes you happy is to fulfill your dreams. Frank Abano, the father, offers a vivid representation of a man caught in the maze of prejudice. The card game scenes where Frank indulges in impassioned exchange with Pedro are among the most effective moments in the play. Both acting as brothers, break into arguments about their game differences of opinions concerning Dee. The quarrel is a fluent claim of old Filipino traditions and values. Pedro: Aaiieee, both the same! One ace won‘t help you! You need more than that here! Dating white won‘t get you anywhere Dee: stop lecturing me! Dad, why does he do this all the time?? Frank: he‘s your uncle. (TS 57)
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Frank is not exaggerating when he tells his daughter of the 20-1 malefemale ratio. Barroga also mentions that American laws prohibited marriages between whites and other races years after Hitler was dead, and that the United States invaded the Philippines in 1898 and crushed the Filipino government. Pedro: Frank, don‘t go out with a white girl by yourself, I bring you over from the islands, and already you are looking for trouble! You pass for a man and still think like a boy… Frank: when I got to this country I saw right away there were lots of Filipino men here and no women, about 20 to 1. See, the government would not allow as many women as men back then. (TS 19) They reveal racial experiences and comedic characterization set against the backdrop of American politics, culture, and economics. They talk about multiethnic sensitivities prejudices, and biases. They immortalize the cultural myths of the Filipino in America as an individual as well as a race. Above all, they give the Filipino-American a renewed sense of self-esteem in reference to her candid way of treating inflections and characteristics and her untraditional dialogue on serious issues. Barroga's writing on these subjects provides personally a catharsis for her and hopefully a path for self-empowerment for others. Bully: Hay, monkey, what you doing with that white girl? Frank Abano: Yeah, I got in trouble all right. Bully: Hey, BOY! I‘m talking to you. Frank Abano: I can‘t even remember the girl‘s name. Sige, it was the principle of the things! Bully: We don‘t like your kind taking over our women. See that sign? ―NO PHILIPINOS ALLOWED.‖ That‘s you, monkey. We don‘t want a bunch of half-breed bastard MONKEYS filling up our town! Frank: Five of them. Took them All on.(TS 21) 60



Frank whose an enjoyable tales keep his daughter, a would-be newspaper columnist, massively entertained (qtd. In Quintos, 2012). "Frank is somebody I admire" Barroga says thoughtfully. "He represents the majority who had the stamina to leave home, go 10,000 miles and make it here sort of like that Chinese 'gold mountain' theory‖ (Ibid). After the confrontation with his brother, Frank collapses and ends up in the hospital, where his daughter reveals the extent of her feelings of alienation and asks for the reasoning behind a lifetime of lies. Frank explains that the stories act as balm and armor for both of them, but Dee recognizes the tales as supporters for her. Her realization leads to another discovery that is articulated when she asks, ―I can‘t make it here, can I? You tried, and I‘m trying; and all the stories. That‘s what I wasn‘t hearing‖ (Ts 45). Once Dee stops Frank from telling another story, he dies.



4.4 Race and Ethnicity as Reflected in Talk Story Jeannie Brogga‘s Talk Story plays with imitation in each sense of the phrase, enacting a critical engagement with Filipino-American history and popular representation. Moving in and out of realism, Barogga‘s play follows a young Filipina-American journalist named Dee Abano, as she sympathetically relives her father‘s past as a courageous political activist, dashing ladies‘ man, and an outstanding storyteller. Authorized to write a series of newspaper features on Asian-American history, Dee draws on Frank Abano‘s stories of his exploits in and around prewar Filipino-American communities, his battles against racism and other objects. Moving easily between Dee‘s contemporary world and flashbacks, 61



the play embodied Frank‘s stories as he tells them, representing a history of Filipino‘s in the United States (qtd. In Quintos, 2012). Talk Story presents a history based from mainstream accounts, in its insistence on undoing the abjecting completely of Asian-Americans in the United States. Frank narrates some of the events leading to the Watsonville Riot in 1930 in which, according to his account, he played a central role: Frank Abano: Damn puti came into the Club and broke all the windows. Pero we Pinoys banded together. We held our ground and fended them off. It made all the papers. Ano, the Watsonville riot, 1930. The asparagus boycott in Stockton, 1939. All about rights: holding jobs only whites had, wanting better pay, more hours, cleaner hygiene in the barracks. Fighting for less charges, "fines," "FEES!" Oh, there were all kinds of things to keep us down. But you know what it really was? Marrying their women. Sige. We thought marrying white was okay for us -- we're alike! But early 1900s maybe, a California law says no marriages between whites and Negros, oh, all the colored back then. In the thirties, they add, guess what? . . . FILIPINOS! Now they say, unconstitutional. But it was law for many, many years. [shakes head] Still, not that long ago. Yes, all riled up in Stockton. Active place, this California, eh? "Little Manila," "fight town." Many Filipino bantam boxers from there. I used to box, did I tell you? [jabs, uppercuts] Not long, just enough. It helped me in Seattle, 1936. Oh, there was a cannery strike up there! FIFTY riots nationwide! Rights for Filipinos everywhere. Sige. I was there then, and we're still here now! You kids today dating white now. Easy, isn't it? I paved the way. I didn't care. I went ahead and dated a white girl. (TS 22) Other actual events – the strikes by Filipino and Latino migrant farm workers in the 1930‘s and 1940‘s, anti-miscegenation laws aimed at Filipinos – are also dramatized in Frank‘s monologues, along with personal narratives of social
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exclusion and labor exploitation. Barroga‘s play is a capsule history of the ―manong generation‖ of Filipino immigrant men in the United States (Ibid). Frank‘s
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categorization of Talk Story as a history play, however, or as a direct challenge to Filipino-American corruption; his accounts of those events are of dubious accuracy, which calls into question the play‘s productiveness as a ―straight‖ representation of a removed history. Frank‘s somewhat liberal use of literary license foregrounds the value of history: what is the purpose of retailing such stories of the past, he reasons, if not to create some effect in the present? ―All those stories,‖ Dee asks him when she has learned the truth. ―Why?‖ (TS 92) Frank: Because things didn‘t go my way so I told you stories where they do! The cards are stacked out there, Dee. You have to try three times harder, and hang in there three times longer any way you can. The stories make living a little easier, don‘t you see? They were meant to be your armor, Dee, in a tough world without a father. I left you strength and hopes and dreams… Dee: Crutches, Daddy. Only crutches…I want the truth. Frank: and do what with it? Dee: Something more! Something real! On my terms, not that silly worlds out there! In my head, things work! In real life… Frank: In your head is all that counts! My head is my reality! (TS 93-94) Recognizing the difficult situation of racist abjection he and his daughter face, Frank concludes with an alternate strategy: shunning a world where ―the cards are stacked out there‖ (TS: 93). He creates another ―reality‖ in his head (and Dee‘s) where resistance is possible. Significantly, Frank does not create another history affectively, one in which Filipino abjection never took place; it is not possible, even for Frank, to ignore or imagine away a lifetime of racist oppression. 63



Rather, he cites that abject history differently in order to situate himself and his daughter in a different relation to that process. Frank‘s stories create space between the negating power of abjection and the people on which that force was putted on them. Dee‘s mimicry is built, unknowingly, on Frank‘s. ―Peas in a pod, diba,‖ (TS 89) Frank tells her, but Dee‘s historical re-creations are both more and less critical. Dee‘s fantasies are full-scale adaptations of her favorite films from Hollywood‘s golden age featuring great heroines; elaborate fictions she tells her friend Clara; an African-American woman who, unlike Dee, when listening to Frank, understands his stories as fictional. Relating her encounter with the newspaper editor earlier that day, Dee revises the more humiliating moments and re-imagines it as a scene from His Girl Friday with her as Rosalind Russell: Dee: (to chief) I‘m Dee Abano… Chief: Steno pool‘s down the hall around the corner on your right… Dee: from downstairs? Chief: first door by the cooler. Can‘t miss it. Dee: features! Copy assistant! You sent for me ? Chief: (phone buzzes) Stan? Stan, where‘d you go, okay, where were we? Dee: chief, I came up when I could. Hope you weren‘t waiting long.‖ Chief: (hangs up) well, well, well! Just the person I want to see! (TS 9-10) Unlike Frank, Dee mimics the past self-consciously, playfully. Clara‘s repeated challenges indicate that the stories are not necessarily meant to be understood as true; they are healing stories, intended to mend the injuries the characters suffer in the ―real‖ world. As co-optations of an abject history of racist oppression, certainly Dee‘s fantasies may not rise to the level of Frank‘s; they do, however mirror his strategy of negotiating with a world of stacked decks through 64



heroic reimagining and create a bond between Dee and Clara (qtd. In Quintos, 2012). Barogga shows many incidents and situations involving racism through the play. The way that Filipinos were treated is shown through Franks‘ stories. The Watsonville riot, 1930 is one of the incidents that Frank talks about. Frank describes the way that white people used to see Filipinos regarding them as second or third class citizens. They mistreated them wordly and looked down to them. Frank: when we could, just to get out, we would shop. Sometimes clerks would follow us all over the store…but we proved we could pay. Sometimes more than we could afford. But we were happy. (TS 33) Another fact which cannot be neglected is that Filipino men were not allowed to date white girls or else they would get in a lot of trouble, also there were laws in California that forbid marriage between white people and other races. Pedro: Frank, don‘t go out with a white girl by yourself, I bring you over from the islands, and already you are looking for trouble! You pass for a man and still think like a boy… Frank: when I got to this country I saw right away there were lots of Filipino men here and no women, about 20 to 1. See, the government would not allow as many women as men back then. (TS 18) Although these stories were in the 1930‘s and 1940‘s, Dee still seems to be upset and is not satisfied with the situation. She still believes that racism exists and that American-Filipinos are still not treated truly. ―Dee: but think of it! No one realizes we are the largest group in California! We are forgotten!‖ (TS 16). Dee gets upset with her white lover when she talks about how white people consider 65



Asians as they are all the same as an insult to their culture and heritage. As if there are two sides, white and everyone else. Dee: [as Dee to Lon] See, when you say Jap or Chink or wetback or any of that, you lump us together. It‘s you and us. It doesn‘t matter who‘s in the room. Whatever the term is, if we‘re not white, it‘s directed at us. It‘s not fair, Lon. It‘s not nice and it‘s not fair…As long as you‘re white you‘re protected. (TS 32) Moreover, Dee‘s re-creations, by citing filmic precedents, address another form of Asian-American abjection through critical emulation. The romantic figures that Dee represents in her fantasies differ from her in one crucial respect: they are all white. The actors idolized by Dee – Rosalind Russell, Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman, and Jimmy Stewart, among others – live in a cinematic world that did not include Filipinos or other Asians (except as the occasional houseboy, prostitute, or primitive islander). Dee‘s appropriation of the starring roles in her fantasy films spectacularly reminds audience of the aberration of seeing such raced bodies in those roles, and it points out the stark distinction between the slick, whitewashed surface those films present and the very real, racialized bodies reembodying those images in the space-time of the audience. The liveness and embodiedness of Dee‘s mimetic play- foregrounded by her fluid movement back and forth in time, character, and narrative spaces on the stage – starkly remind us of playfulness of her performance, a deliberate assumption of these characters that ―should‖ be either invisible (Dee as Filipina) or otherwise (Dee as Rosalind Russell) (qtd. In Quintos, 2012). Finally, the work explains the agonies of the Asian-Americans‘ and creates a new context for the current narrative by examining actual episodes in Filipino and Filipino-American history, humanizing the characters instead of falling back on 66



caricatures and stereotypes. In addition, encouraging the readers not to forget the stories and struggles of their ancestors through these structural and thematic elements with the ways in which these elements can be related to a greater historical context.
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Conclusion The selected plays of Barroga all tackle the theme of race and ethnicity, but in different ways. Walls deals with race and ethnicity by giving the opinions of Americans from different ethnicities about the Vietnam War, African-Americans, Asian-Americans and Caucasians. Some of them were soldiers who fought in the war and others were civilians who stated what they thought about the war. The play is an attempt to show that even though Asian-Americans participated in the war, they were seen as enemies by some Americans which was considered as discrimination and racism. The other message that Barroga delivered is about the wall which is supposed to be a symbol of unity that unites all Americans regardless of their ethnicity or cultural background. The word ‗wall‘ is also symbolic which refers to the barriers between different ethnicities of America. Barroga tries to break those barriers through the play. Rita’s Resources tackles the issue of race and ethnicity in a kind of domestical way. Rita, who is a seamstress originally from the Philippines, tries to work her way up to become rich. Looking at the lifestyle of white people in America, she is not satisfied with her life, and assumes that the reason that she cannot reach her goals is because she is a Filipino. At the end she feels that she was deceived by the American dream. Barroga attempts to show the audience that there are racial factors which stand in the way of Asian-Americans that prevent them from living the American dream. Talk Story tackles the matter of race and ethnicity in more than one way. The first is about Frank, Dee‘s father, who tells his daughter stories of the way Asians were treated in the 1940‘s. He tells her stories about fights he and his brother used 68



to have with white people just because he tried to date a white girl. Barroga‘s Talk Story highlights the issue of racism against Asians in America, yet, it is an attempt to deliver a message to the audience that people should move on and treat all Americans without racism and not judge them by their ethnic and cultural background. The success of Barroga comes from the significant arrangement between the racial experiences and the visual characters that she uses in her work. Much of the story focuses on the racial prejudice Filipinos encountered in California in the 1930s. The other theme is love. Dee falls in love with a white American but still she argues with him for the manner that white people see Asians. She says that white people see Asians all the same and consider them as second class people. Dee gives voice to the Filipino sense of frustration at their lack of unique identity: despite being the largest group in California, they are often confused with Chinese and Japanese. Barroga is able to parallel the experiences of her family and herself by mixing reality and fantacy. Education, human relationships, love, freedom and society are the main themes in this play. They are interconnected with one another, and are treated in a very nice way to make the play appealing to any type of reader and spectator since the very beginning.
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Abstract in Kurdish ثوختة ئةم تويَريهةوةية لةذيَس ناونيصانى (زِةطةش و ئتهيك لة كازة يةلَبريَسدزاوةكانى جيَهى بازوَطا دا)ية كة باس لة بابةتى زِةطةش و ئتهيكك دةكات كة كاز دةكاتة ضةز ئةمسيكى ية بة زِةطةش ئاضياى يةكاى لة زِيَى خويَهدنى ضىَ لة دزاما يةلَبريَسدزاوةكانى نووضكةزى ئكةمسيكى بة زِةطةش فميجيهى جيَهى بازوَطا .كيَصةى زِةطةشثةزضتى شوَز يةضتياز و طسنطة لة كوَمةلَطاى ئاضيايى-ئةمسيكى كة كازيطكةزى يةيكة لكة ضةز ذيانى ئةمسيكى ية بةزِةطةش ئاضياى يةكاندا بة شيَواشى جياواش. تويَريهةوةكة لة ضواز بةط و كوَتاى يةكةى ثيَكًاتووة  .بةشى يةكةم باضى شازاوةى (زِةطةش) و (ئتهيك) دةككات بةشكيَوةيةكى طصكتى و لة ئيطتادا .ثيَهاضةكانياى و يةولَداى بوَ ثيَصاندانى ضوَنيَتى خطتهة زِووياى لة ئكةدةبى ئكةمسيكى دا .يكةزوةيا لكة تةكهيككةكانى ئةدةبى ئاضيايى-ئةمسيكى ووزد دةبيَتةوة بةتايبةت لة دزامادا و يةولَ دةدات ثيَصانى بدات كة ئكةم تةكهيكانكة ضكوَى بكةكازديَو بكوَ دةزبسِيهى بريوَكة ضةزةكى يةكاى و ثةيامى نووضةز.لةطةلَ ئةوةشدا ئةم بةشة جةخت دةكاتةوة لةضكةز بكةكازييَهانى يكةزدوو شازاوةى (زِةطةش) و (ئتهيك) لةاليةى نووضةزةوة و تيصك خطتهةضةز طسنطى ياى وةك تةكهيكيَك و بريوَكةيةك. بةشى دووةم دزاماى (ديوازةكاى) شي دةكاتةوة .جةخت دةكاتةوة لةضةز ئةوةى كة ضكوَى شكةزِى ظيَتهكام ككازى كسدوَتكة ضكةز ئيتهيككة جياواشةكاى لة كوَمةلَطاى ئةمسيكى دا بةتايبةت ئةمسيكى ية بةزِةطةش ئاضياى يةكاى( .تيَكةلَبووى) و(طوجناى) وةك بريوَككة ضكةزةكى يةكانى دزاماكة تيصكياى دةخسيَتةضةز .طسنطى (ديوازةكاى) بة تةواوى باس دةكسيَت لة دزاماكةدا وةكو ييَناى يةكيَتى نةك جياككازى. وا نيصاى دزاوة كة (ديوازةكة) ليطتيَك ناوى ئةو ضةزباشانةى لةخوَ طستووة كة لةشةزِى ظيَتهامدا مكسدووى بكةبىَ يكيج جكوَزة جيكاواش كسدنيَك لة نيَوانياى دابة يوَى ئتهيك و زِةطةشيانةوة. بةشى ضىَ يةم لة دزاماى (ضةزضاوةكانى زِيتا) دةكوَلَيَتةوة كة كاز لةضةز كازيطةزى ئابووزى و ماددةطةزى دةكات لةضةز ذيكانى خيَصانكة ئةمسيكايية بة زِةطةش فميجيهى يةكاى دا .باس لةم كيَصةية دةكات بة زِيَطايكةكى طالَتةجازِىيكةوة .بابكةتى زِةطةشثةزضكتى و خكةيالَى خةونى ئةمسيكى يةكاى لةم بةشةدا تيصكياى خساوةتة ضةز. بةشى ضوازةم باس لة دزاماى (ضريوَكى ئاخاوتو) دةكات كة زِوَلَى زِةطةشثةزضتى نيَواى ضالَةكانى 0391كاى و 0391كاى دةخاتكة زِوو لة ضةز ذيانى ئةمسيكايية بة زِةطةش فميجيهى يةكاى دا و ضوَنيَتى يةلَطوكةوتكسدنى خةلَكانى ضجى ثيَطت لةطكةلَياى دا .ضكريوَكةكة لكة ثةيوةندى نيَواى كضيَكى فميجيهى و باوكى يةوة وةزطرياوة كة باوكةككة ضكريوَكى ذيكانى زِابكسدووى خكوَى لكة ئكةمسيكادا و ئكةو جكوَزة زِةطةشثةزضتيانةى كة فميجيهى يةكاى تووشى بووى لةو كاتةدا بوَ كضةكةى دةطيَسِيَتكةوة .يكةزوةيا ضكريوَكيَكى خوَشةويطكتيض لكة خكوَ دةطسيَت كة لةنيَواى كضةكة و كوزِيَكى ضجى ثيَطت دا زِوودةدات و ئةوة دةخاتة زِوو كة ضوَى ئتهيك طةزيَتى كازيطكةزى دةكاتكة ضكةز ئكةو ثةيوةندى ية خوَشةويطتى ية. لة كوَتايى دا  ,تويَريهةوةكة بة ضةند ئةجناميَك كوَتايى ديَت كة شوَزبةى دوَشيهةوة طسنطةكانى تويَريهةوةكة لةخوَ دةطسيَت .بة دوايكدا ليطتى ناوى ضةزضاوةكاى و ثوختةيةك بة شمانى كوزدى وعةزةبى ديَت.
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Abstract in Arabic ملخط ٍرِ السسال٘ اليت بعيْاٌ :العسق ّ اإلخئ٘ يف األعنال املخثازٗ جلٔين بازّكا ،تياقش قضٔ٘ العسق ّ اإلخئ٘ اليت تؤخس عل ٙاألمسٓلٔني-االسْٔٓني مً خالل دزاس٘ خالالر مشالسأاح اثالازٗ لللاتاال٘ املشالسأ٘ األمسٓلٔال٘-الفلأئال٘ زٔين بازّكا .تُعد مشأل٘ العيضسٓ٘ ّ العسقٔ٘ اشاس٘ زدا ّ مَن٘ يف اجملثنع األمسٓلٕ-االسالْٖٔ ألىَالا تالؤخس علالٙ أاٗ األمسٓلٔني-االسْٔٓني بطسق اثلف٘. تثلٌْ مالً رزبعال٘ وضالْل ّخا ال٘ٓ .يالاقش الفضالا األّل مضالطل اح عالعالسقع ّ عاالخئال٘ع علال ٙالعنالْوٓ ّ ،قالدو تعسٓفاتَا ،يف حماّل٘ الظَاز كٔف ٓثه دٔلَا يف األدة األمسٓلٕ .كنا ٓدز تقئاح األدة األمسٓلالٕ-اآلسالْٖٔ ّ خاص٘ يف الدزاما ّ حياّل رٌ ٓظَس كٔف ميلً هلرِ الثقئاح رٌ تشثخدو ليقا رولاز اللاتا٘ السئٔشٔ٘ ّ زسالثَا. اىل زاىب ذلمٓ ،سكز الفضا رٓضا عل ٙاسثخداو املؤلف مضطل ٕ 'العسق' ّ عاإلخئ٘ع ،مشلطاً الضالْ علال ٙرٍنٔثَالا كأسلْة ّ كنْضْع. حيلا الفضا الداىٕ مشسأ٘ اجلدزآٌْ ٍّْ .ضح كٔالف رٌ االسة ؤثيالاو رخالسح علال ٙاألعالساق املخثلفال٘ يف اجملثنالع األمسٓلالالّٕ ،خضْصالالا األم كالالٔني-االسالالْٔٓنيٓ ّ .يالالاقش كالالا مالالً عالثلامالالاع ّ عالْئالالاوع باعثاازٍنالالا املْضالالْعاٌ السئٔشٔاٌ للنشسأ٘ .كنا ّ ٓياقش رٍنٔ٘ 'اجلداز' بالثفضٔا يف املشسأ٘ كشعاز للْادٗ بدال مً الثنٔٔزْٓ ّ .ضالح رٌ عاجلدازع ٓشنا قْائه بأمسا رّلئم اجليْد الرًٓ لقْا اثفَه يف االسة ؤثيالاو دٌّ رٖ ىالْع مالً الثنٔٔالز بٔاليَه بشاب العسق رّ اإلخئ٘. ٓدز الفضا الدالذ مشسأ٘ مْازد زٓثا ،اليت تثعاما مع تأخ االقثضاد ّ املادٓ٘ عل ٙأاٗ األُسس األمسٓلٔ٘- الفلأئ٘ ّ .تثياّل ٍرِ املشأل٘ بطسٓق٘ ولأٍّ٘ٓ .ثه تشلٔط الضْ عل ٙقضٔ٘ العيضسٓ٘ ّ ٍّه احلله األمسٓلٕ يف ٍرا الفضا. ٓدز الفضا السابع مشسأ٘ قض٘ ىقاش مبا ٓدل عل ٙالدّز الرٖ لعاثُ العيضسٓ٘ يف الدالخٔياح ّ االزبعٔياح مالً القسٌ العشسًٓ يف أاٗ الفلأئني-األمسٓلٔني ّكٔف عاملَه الأض .كنا ّ ٓثه تْضٔح عً القض٘ مً خالل العالقال٘ بني وثاٗ ولأئ٘ ّ ّالدٍا أذ ٓسّٖ الْالد إلبيثٌُ قضضا عً أاتُ املالسٗ يف رمسٓلا ّ رىْاع العيضسٓ٘ الاليت كالاٌ الفلأئٌْ ْٓازَْىَا يف ذلم الْقج ّ .كاٌ ذلم ٓيطْٖ عل ٙقض٘ اب بني وثاٗ ولأئال٘ ّ صال ربالٔض ّٓالاني كٔالف ٓؤخس العسق عل ٙعالق٘ احلب. ّرخ ا ،تلخط خا ٘ السسال٘ رٍه ىثائج ٍرِ الدزاس٘ٓ ّ .ثاع ذلم قائن٘ املسازع ّ ملخضاح باللغثني اللسدٓ٘ ّ العسبٔ٘.
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حلومة اقليه كردشتاٌ وزارة التعليه العالي والبحث العلي جامعة الصليناىية فاكليت العلوو االىصاىية شلول اللغات



العرق واإلثيية يف مصرحيات خمتارة جيين باروكا



رشالة ماجصتري مكدمة اىل جملض شلول اللغات يف جامعة الصليناىية كجسء مً متطلبات ىيل شهادة املاجصتري يف االدب االىلليسي



مً قبل ىور جميد محيد



بأشراف أ.و.د .لطيف شعيد الربزجني



سةرماوةرز  5172ك



كانون االول  5172م



حكومةتى هةريَمى كوردصتان وةسارةتى خويَهدني باالَ و تويَذيهةوةى سانضتى سانكؤى صميَمانى فاكةلَتى سانضتة مزؤظايةتى يةكان صكولَى سمان



رِةطةس و ئتهيك لة شانؤية هةلَبذيَزدراوةكانى جيَهى بارؤطا



ئةم ماصتةر نامةية ثيَشكةش كزاوة بة ئةجنومةنى صكولَى سمان لة سانكؤى صميَمانى وةك بةشيَك لة ثيَداويضتى يةكانى ثيَدانى ثمةى ماصتةر لة ئةدةبى ئيهطميشى



لة اليةن نور جميد محيد



بةصةرثةرشتى ث.ى.د .لطيف سعيد بةرسجنى



صةرما وةرس  5172ك



كانونى يةكةم  5172س
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